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For tht: season'sjoy and tidings.
Keelhaul p•mtcs stopped the fighting
and donned Christmas gear
to spread holiday cheer.
A comforting poem from misfits
we suggest you go read ~nd it
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College life editor Kyser Lough
bmvcd the crowds the morning
af\er Thanksgiving to bring you a
first-hand account of the madness.
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Web makes plagiarism easier to commit, detect
by Adam L. Mathis
staff wnter
Cheaters and those who catch
them have cnter('d the 21st century.
Students can now use the Internet to satisfy many of their cheating needs. Likewise. teachers no
longer have to rely only on intuition or extensive questioning to
~atch cheaters. They now can,
with a few l:licks of lhe mouse,
determine the real cheaters.
Web sites such as Essay Zone,
12,000 Papers and School Sucks
offer research papers. hoth free
and paid. However. these sites also
have a disclaimer warning that
their papers •-;hould be properly
cited.
School Sucks is a site that. offers
free homeworK, research-paper
downloads and a chat feature for
homework discussion.
Kenny Sahr, founder of School
Sucks. said his site was founded to

fulfill the need for a large, free
homework site.
"If I wanted people to cheat, I'd
~harge for the papers." Sahr said.
"They're 100-percent free. And
r d rate them -you could be downloading garbage."
He also said the School Sucks
Web site can be used as an educational supplement.
" If you want to do an editing
exercise, go to School Sucks,''
Suhr said. ''Every paper there
needs editing.
Don Robertson, vice presidem
of Student Affairs, said he finds it
difficult to believe these types of
Web sites are providing their services out of goodwill .
··1 can sec them trying to justify
it. ... I think they know what
they're doing and what's going to
happen," Robertson said.
Although the Internet offers students a chance to cheat, it can also
be a tool to educators. Tumitin.com
will, for a fee, accept assignments

and give the teacher a report on
what material is not original. said
John Barrie, founder and chair of
Tumitin.com.
Teachers who usc the site arc
given an account into which students submit their papers. Barrie
said. At the :;itc, the paper is
checked against three databases:
one containing 40 million Weo
pages. another for books and journals and finally a dmabase containing every paper submitted to
the Web site.
The teacher is then given a
report underlining what sections
of the paper were taken verbatim
from another source. Barrie said.
The site does n(lt accuse students
of plagiarism.
"II'!> going to be ti C•lld dny in
the Bahamas before a computer
can tell anybody if anything has
been plagiarized." Barrie said.
The problem \l;ith tcnn-paper
mills is they will sell the same
paper to multiple people. so if the

first person is not caught. another
buyer may be detected, Barrie
said. If one person is caught, it
could lead to the idemification of
everyone who used the paper.
"What you have is a massive
deterrent to t'heating at that
point." Barrie said.
More common sites nlso cnn be
used as n means of detecting plagiarism. Je.an Lorrnh, English and
philosophy profes:sor, said. Taking a phrase from :1 suspicious
paper and nmning it through
search
engines
such
as
Google.com, teachers can determine if a paper wns plagiarized.
"The best proce~s. that you just
can•t do for every single dass, is
to come up with on original project, so thtrcju.<jt isn't something
that the students can go and
copy," Lorrah said.
Not all teachers said their job
should involve trnckmg down plagiarism. Peter Murphy. chair of
the department of English and

Supreme Court to decide future
of affirmative-action programs
ter never attended law school.
According to CIR, additional parties
staff writer
sought to join the students in the legal
Minority students may face an uphill challenge but were denied by district
battle if they want to •• ttcnd institutions courts in two cases. The students
of higher learning in lhe United Stales. •· appealed to the 6th District U.S. Court of
Justice.., of the Supreme Court agri.'ed Appeals, which reversed both denials.
Cun Levey. director of legal and pubMonday to decide ifcollege affirmativeaction progra!Th that help minority stu· lic affairs ar CIR. said affirmative action
dents achieve aJmis:.ion to univen;itie.s is an "unlawful" program.
actually prevent white students from
"lbe equal protection guarantee of the
gaining equal access. The court will United States Constitution prohibits govdecide by June if r..~~;e may he used in ernment entities, including public uniwrsities. from discriminating based on
admis:ilon decisions.
Charges of reverse discrimination race. except where discrimination is narhave been leveled at univer~>ities that use rowly tailored to serve a compelling govaflinnarive oction to inc~ diversity ernmental interest," Levey said.
Levey said the University of Michigan
on their campuses.
Affirmative-action programs were has not denied it has discriminated
created to provide opr<>rtunities to non- against white, Asian and Arab appliwhites and combat discrimination. In cants, but said it is utilizjng affumativc
addition to helping minoritir~' gain action to artain a diverse student body.
admission to college, they also have
Mary Smith, director of admission
heen used in hiring practiccli.
services at Murray State. said future
The Center for Individual Rights Supreme Court decisions concerning
(CJR). a W:1shington·based group chal- aftirmativc action will not affect the
lenging race-based admissions at the admissions process at Murray State.
University of MichigWl. brought the two
"Our admissions policy does not take
cases before the Supreme Court.
any action of admitting students of any
The la-;t time the Supreme Court con- particular race.'' Smith said. "It's not an
sidered a case involving affirmati\o·e issue.''
action at universities wn.' in 1978. In that
Smith said the issue mainly affects
ca~;c, the court ruled that univen;ities
admissions at law. dental and other procould not usc quuta systems a-; a way to fessional schools where acceptance peradmit nonwhite studt•nts.
centages are low. She said some schools
The two recent cases, Gruner v, that have c.~pped enrollment may use
Bollinger and Gratz v. Bollinger, charge aflinnativc action.
that three Mudcnts. Barbara Grutter, JenFrank Julian, Murray State professor
nifer Gratz and Patrick Hamacher, were of government law and international
rej~-cted by the University of Michigan
affairs, said students with the highest
Law School and College of Literature grades are not necessarily the top choice
because they were white. Those stUdents for some schools.
claim the university's affirmative-action
"Scores arc not all (there) is to the
policies are unfair.
game." Julian said.
Gruuer applied to the Univen;ity of
Julian said some umversit1cs arc
Michigan Law School tn 1996 and w~ attracted to students who have had leaddenied admission. Gratz and Hamacher en;hip positions in the pa.<.t. They also
were denied admission to the College of look for potential students with varied
Literature in 1995 and 1997, respective- hackgrounds such as veterans, musicians
ly. After Gratz :md Hamacher were or state speech championships.
denied admission. they attended other
"Universities want strong leaders and
colleges and have since graduated. Grut- the best indicators of their future is what

by Tim Siniard

they have done in the past," Julian said.
Julian said most students who arc
admitted into universities under aftirmati ve-action programs perform as well as
students who arc not.
'1bey do just as well in law school
and on their bar exams," Julian .said.
'1bey are equally qualified."
Julian said affirmative-action programs may by nrellcd in the future for
male college students hecause more
women are attending and grJduating
from college than men.
Annazette Fields. director of Equal
Opportunity, said she would be disappoill(ed if the Supreme Court decides to
rule against college affirmative-action
programs.
"I just think until issues of discrimina·
tion (against minorities) are removed,
there will be a need for it," Field~ said.
"We have to look for opportunities for
all citizens."
Fields said there is still much work to
be done. and uffirm~llive action is need·
ed.
"We still have not attained equality,
yet," Fields said.
Confusion regarding the proper usc of
affirmative action in college admissions
has plagued the court system in the past.
A 1978 Supreme Coon ruling stated
universities could not usc a quota sy~tem
to include minorities in its selection of
students.
Justic:: Lewis Powell, in his dissenting
opinion. wrote, '~The goal of achieving a
diverse student lxxly is sufficiently compt!lling to ju~tify consideration of mcc in
public universitic.c; ... under some circumstances."
Although no <llher Supreme Court justices joined Powell in hb dissent, Jow(•r
court.-; have since used his opinion 10
continue their pursuit of fo tering racial
diversity on college campusc~.
Winfield H. Rose, professor of go\ernment law and international affairs,
said he thinks the issue will not disappear from the nation's court system.
Said Rose: '1bt>rc will never he a last
case on affirmative action."

philosophy, saiu it is not his
responsibility to spend his time
searching for plagiarism, but to
teach.
"I am just not going to spend
hours of my time tracking down
students cheating," Murphy said.
"l didn't go into the academic
world to be a police officer."
The problem of plagiarism is a
serious issue and is indicative of
poor morals, Barrie snid. Turnitin.com receives more than
I 0,()()() papers a day, and 25 to 30
percent are detennincd to be ·•not
original."
"lt's naive to believe that once
they arc handed a diploma that
they become a different person,"
B:mic said.
Ken Wolf. chatr of the .history
department, said plagiarism is a
serious problem :u Murray State.
"Every time J assign a paper to
a class ... there will be at least one
student who will plagiarize. even
intentionally or unintentionally,"

Wolf said.
Students who
plagiarize unintentionally, Wolf
said, do not understand how to properly cite
information.
''Even as seniors, some students
still do not understand you need to
attribute factual information, even
if it's not in quotation marks,''
Wolf said.
Rohertson said he feels students
today are generally good pe.oplc
and good citizens.
"They're more community-service oriented, certainly (more so)
than my generation," Robertsdn
said.
Robertson also said Murray
State would not ll'ie online &ystems to catch cheaters on a wide
scale unless plagiarism becomes a
big issue.
Said Robertson: •·1 would hope
that we would not have to go to
that."

More state budget cuts possible;
University prepares for in1pact
by Lon...oe Stark

has not declared if, or how much,
the budget cut will be. Jackson
said although no budget cut has
While students, faculty ~md been declared, the office estimntstaff nrc still experiencing the ed a 2.6 increase for the 2002-03
effects of last year's 2-pcrccnt liscal year and •• 5.3 increase in
state budget l'lll, University Presi- 2003-04, an cstimatcd increase
dent King Alexander said Univer- totaling just more than 8 percent.
"We've already provided
sity officials are already prcparing
for a possible 3-percent budget information tu the university
presidents and the chief budget
cut for the 2002-03 fiscal year.
"Any cuts will have substantial ofticers.'' Jackson '>aid.
consequences," Alexander said.
Jackson said if a budget cut
"When a university is 50-percent occurred, the presidents would
reliant of state appropriation~. any have to work with their boards of
regent!'> to learn where and how
llucr.uauon~ of this nature directly
and indirectly impact everything they would develop the budget
shortfall.
and everyone."
Alexander !»aid the possihle cut
Vice President of Finance nnd
would impact new faculty and Administrative Services Tom
staff positions, salaries, health Denton suid university officials
insurance, tuitil>ll, enrollment are trying to hold funds back as
and program improvements and a temporary measure.
expansion.
"We have a lot of preparation
Sherron Jackson, interim vice to do before we can get into spepresident of finance for the cific plans." Denton said.
Council on Postsecondary EduDenton said the state has indication, said the govemor's office cated it will have specific inforeclttor in chief

mation in January as to what the
specific cuts in dollars to each
institution would be.
"If (the combined cuts) occur,
then that would he a very deep
cut for our budget," Denton ~aid .
Denton said some additional
revenues from tax rcfonn. such
as cigarette taxes, might help in
offsetting some of the reduction.
hut there is no way to say how
much 11 would help.
"You can just assume lhut
there would he larger class
sill'S, there would prohnhly he
more adjunct ns opposed to fulltime faculty." Denton said.
Denton also said if the cuts
occur as estimated. there would
likely be a tuition increase.
"Our neighboring states will
he experiencing the :;arne
thing," Denton said. "It is going
to be painful, basically to the
employees of the University
and the students because of the
tuition increase and the expenditure."

Associate Provost Flynn dies during break
by Tim Siniard
:;talf wntt•r
Saudra Jeanne Flynn. Murray
State associate provost, vice president of academics and associate
professor of educational ~tuJies,
lc<1dcrship ami counseling, died
Saturday at Mercy Regional
Health Center in Manhattan, Kan ..
while visiting r\'lutives for Thanksgiving. She was SR.
Hynn received a bachelor's of
science degree in secondary education and biolog1cal sciences
from Kansas State University in
1966 aod a master's degree from
California Stall' Polytedmic University in 1976. She l'arncd her
doctorate in cducmion administrn-

tion from Kansas State in 1986. •
Before coming to Murray State.
Flynn held higher-~:ducation positions in ~cveral 1\tates. performing
a mnge of duties from te~ching to
administrotive work. She served as
supcrintendem of schools of the
Laurel Bay School Di-;uict in
Bcaufo11, S.C.. ami w:1s an adjunct
prolessor and assiswnt professor m
a numlx:r of colleges throughout
the nation. In addition to her duties
at Murmy State, Flynn was nn
ru.ljunct profe.ssor at the University
of Memphis.
~'lynn won a variety of profcs~ional awards. including Outslalldlllg Administrator Award for

see FLYNN I 16
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news edltor: Mard Owen
assistant news editor: Taylor Marie Ewing
plione: 762-4468

can1pus 1Jriefly
Martin Luther King Jr. on Jan. 20,
2003.
The program will include a viewing
of the Kentucky Oral History Com·
mission's documentary "Living the
Story: The Civil Rights in Kentucky"
at6 p.m.
Following the documentary, Gerald
Smith will discuss the history and
legacy of the civil rights movement in
Kentucky.
Students and community members
also are invited to attend the morning
events sponsored by African-Ameri·
can Student Services.
For more information, contact the
history department at 762-2231 or
African-American Student Services at
762-6836.

University deparbnent collects
Need Une donations today
News
Murray State football Head Coach Joe Pannunzio and the O hio Valley Conference Champion team present their OVC trophy in the
Regional Special E,·cnts Center after a Murray State basketball
game against Southern Illinois-Edwardsville on Nov. 25.
Jenny Hahn/The

Staff Congress t o sponsor
Christmas party for kids
Murray State's Staff Congrt•ss is
hosting a Chrbtmas party for the children of Murray State employees from 1
to 3 p .m. ON:. 14 in the Curris Center
dance lounge.
The party will feature Santa Clc1us
and gifts bags, and a photographer will
be available. There also will be a talent
show, face painting, games and carol·
ing.

Student artists raise money
through ceramics sale today
There will be a ceramics sale from lO
a.m. to5 p.m. today on the Curris Cen·
ter second floor.
Proceeds from the sale will help
bring visiting artists and assist students
in attending the National Ceramics
Conference.

SGA discourages extra credit
for blood-drive participants
The Western Kentucky Regional
Blood Center nntl Student Govern·
mt:nt Association are requesting foe·
ulty members not offer extra credit to
students who participate in the blood
drive.

Although the effort to increase par·
ticipation is appreciated, it could be
dangerous if e>tudents lied about their
medical histories in order to get extra
credit.

Amnesty program to waive
KHEAA loan-collection fees
A new amneMy program for default·
ed student-loan borrowers from the
Kentucky Higher Education Assis·
tance Authority has resulted in '127
paid-in-fuJI accounts totaling $6..10,400.
KHEAA waived the 25-percent collection fee for borrowers who had
defaulted on their KHEAA-guaranteed
student loan and who paid their entire
principal and interest by Sept. 30.
For more information about
KHEAA, vbit its Web site at
www.kheaa.com.

Campus groups hold events
for Martin Luther King Jr. Day
The history department, along with
Phi Alpha Theta, the Multicultural,
Class and Gender Studies progr.lm,
African-American Student Services
and Murray American Association of
University Women Chapter, invite
students and the Murray community
to attend an event in remembrance of

The department of wellness and
therapeutic sciences will be delivering donations collected during
Need-Line month today.
WTS would like to thank everyone involved for making the project
a success.

Student enterprise groups
accepts grant proposals
The deadline for proposals for "col·
lege student enterprise groups" seed
grants has been extended to 5 p.m.
Tuesday.
The grants support the start up
and growth of ''ICC student enterprise group!'. "
For an application, go to
www.kstc.com, or for more information, phone (859) 233-3502 ext.
221.

Europe in Transition program
needs faculty, staff volunteers
Faculty and staff members are
invited to attend an informational
meeting about the 2003 "Europe in
Transition" program at 3:45 p.m.
Tuesday in the Center for Teach·
ing, Learning and Techonolgy on
the Applied Science Building third
floor.
The progrnm will take place in
Regensburg, Germany, from July
31 to Aug. 14, 2003. •
•
... t ,

Campus Briefly is compiled l1y Taylor
Marie Ewing, assistant m·ws editor.
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Thursday, Nov. 28
11:35 a.m. There was an attempt to locate
a stolen vehicle.
1:29 p.m. A subject was locked out of his
apartment at College Courts.
11:42 p.m. A citation was issued to a
motorist for driving with no insurance
and an expired registration.

Friday, Nov. 29
1:13 a.m. There was a noise complaint at
College Courts.
7:58 a.m. A caller requested assistance
getting a bird out of his room in White
College.
9:29 a.m. A caUer reported receiving
unwanted phone messages at the Wick·
liffe Mounds Research Center.

Saturday, Nov. 30
11:28 a.m. A caller reported an individ·
ual sleeping near the front door of Racer
Arena. The individual was hired as a
security guard over the break.
2:56 p.m. A caJler reported a fire at the
Central Plant.
8:06 p.m. A verbal warning was issued to
a motorist in the 16th Street parkin'g lot
for not having headlights.

Sunday, Dec. 1

7:02 p.m . A faculty member in the
Applied Science Building reported
stolen keys. A report was taken.
7:29 p.m. Racer Patrol reported several
subjects doing bike tricks in the Univer·
sity parking lot.
9:02 p.m. The residence director at
Regents College reported the smell of
marijuana in the lobby. The officer was
unable to find the source of the smell.

Tuesday, Dec. 3
12:08 a.m . There was a noise complaint
at College Courts. Subject was gone
upon officer arrival.
1:31 a.m. A cab driver reported a resi·
dent at Springer CoUege owed him
money. A report was t.en.
12:30 p .m. There was a noninjury acci·
dent at Sparks Hall. A report was taken.
1:33 p.m. A caller reported vandalism at
the Regional Special Events Center. A
report was taken.
2:51 p.m. There was an individual stuck
in an elevator in White College.
11:17 p.m. A caJler in Hart College
requested to talk to an officer concerning
her ex-boyfriend.
11:54 p.m. A caller reported someone
broke into a student's storage facility off
campus. A report was taken.

1:01 a.m. A subject called in a welfare
Wednesday, Dec.4
check for her roommate who had been
12:08 a.m . A caller reported loud noises
missing for several hours.
'coming
from the walls in Hester College.
5:49 p.m. A caller reported three juve·
3:53
a.m.
A caller in Hart College reported
niles running around the Curris Center
receiving
har,lssing phone calls. A report
and causing trouble.
was
taken.
6:48 p.m. A caller requested that Mason
. Hall be: opened for an Alpha Sigma Phi 11:08 a.m. A caller reported children
throwing snowballs at passing vehicles
meeting.
behind
Mason Hall.
11:15 p .m. A verbal warning was issued
2:17p.m.
A welfare check was requested
to a motorist for speeding on Chestnut
for
a
subject
in Clark College.
Street.
3:57p.m. There was a missing child at the
West Farm bam. The child was located.
Monday, Dec. 2
9:36p.m. The residence director at Hester
11:21 a.m. A caller at Regents Collges
CoiJege reported the smell of marijuana in
reported the elevators were starting and
a resident's room.
stopping.
11:57 p.m. A motorist was issued a verbal
12:14 p.m. There was a report of a vehiwarning on 12th street for failure to illu- •
cle parked in the residence director's dri·
veway at Springer College.
12:31 p.m. A caller reported an individual who had sold stolen books from the Police Escorts-11
bookstore in the past. :was attempting to MotdriBt AsSiat-4
sell back books.
l ''I'J't' rt• 11•~11 t ., , '
• 3:20 p.m. A citation was• issued tb a Police Beat is compiled by Taylor Marie Ewing,
motorist for failure to stop for a school assistant news editor. All dispatched calls are
not Iisted.
bus.

0
Dec. 9, 10, 11, 12, 113 • 8 a.m.-7 p.m.
Dec. 14 • 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Dec. 18, 17, 18, 19 I 20 • 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Bring them Back!
Whet her used on this campus or not .
We buy all titles having resale market value .
University Bookstore • 2nd Floor • Curris Center
762-4388 or 1-800-749-8580

Spring 2003 Pre-Packaged Textbook Service
All vve need is your class schedule and your books can be
pre-packaged and ready for pickup on Jan 10!
<www.murraystate .edu> then simply cl ick on llBookstore"
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State deficit forces governor
to cut 1,000 Kentucky jobs

Salvation Anny receives Trio of elusive birds
donations of silver coins escape, elude authorities

U.N. inspectors search
old weapons factory

FRANKFORT (AP) • Gov. Paul Patton
on Wednesday ordered 1,000 state jobs
cut over the next year as part of another
$30 million in spending cuts to balance
the budget.
Patton said the reductions would come
through retirements and attrition, rather
than firings or layoffs, and he promised
to trim the budget selectively.
"So long as I hold this office, we're not
going to take a meat ax to it," said Patton,
who must step down next December
because of term limits.
He also required a moratorium on new
state contracts, unspecified cuts in current contracts and a reduction of the
motor fleet by 500 vehicles.
Patton has been running the state on
his own spending plan since July
because thl' General A~sembly has failed
to pass a budget.

BOISE (AP) - Less than a
week after a valuable gold coin
was dropped into a Salvation
Army kettle, 20 silver coins
were dropped into a kettle at
the Boise Town Square Mall.
Rick Hempsmyer, the director of development for the Salvation Army of Ada County,
said he is thrilled with the discovery.
The 1-ounce coins are being
appraised for value, but
Hempsmyer said they are
worth at least $5 each- matching a day's worth of donations
for the average red kettle. The
1.5-ounce gold coin donated
last week was worth $420.
The anonymous donations
have Hempsmyer increasingly
convinced that the donor of
1995 is back. That year, someone dropped seven gold coins
into various kettles around
Boise during the Christmas
drive that were worth over
$2,700.

on the lookout Wednesday for
three elusive, but most definitely unarmed, escapees.
The trio of emus - large,
flightless birds that resemble
ostriches and are native to
Australia - ran off Monday
from the home of their owner
in Berrien County's Niles
Township.
"They are fast. They have
good traction in the snow,"
township police Officer Jeff
Dunlap• said. "They are definitely a hard one to catch."
Police Chief John Street told
the South Bend (Ind .) "Tribune" that his department
received calls throughout the
day Tuesday from witnesses
who saw the emus standing in
roadways.
The Potawatomi Zoo in
South Bend was called in to
help capture the large birds something the general public
was advised not to try.

AL-MUTHANNA
STATE EST ABIISHMENT,
Iraq (AP) - U.N. monitors
Wednesday visited sites
associated
with
mass
destruction weapons Baghdad insists it no longer
holds. Iraq, meanwhile,
criticized the first inspection of a presidential
palace, saying it was car·
ried out under U.S. pressure to try to provoke a
confrontation.
ln Baghdad, a senior Iraqi
official said Iraq will hand
over its report on chemical,
biological and nuclear programs on Saturday, a day
ahead of the U.N. deadline.
The official, Gen. Hossam
Mohammed A min, said the
report will not admit to any
proscribed
weaponry
"because, really, we have
no weapons of mnss
destruction."

National Guard activates
military-pollee force

Former altar boy sues
church diocese, Vatican

Somerset couple pleads innocent
of selling 3-month-old baby
DANVILLE (AP)- A Somerset couple
accut;;ed of trying to sell their 3-monthold baby pleaded innocent at their
arraignment Tuesday in Boyle County
District Court.
Kathy Lee Hart, 35, and Anthony
Wayne H<lrt, 38, Somerset, were each
arraigned on one count of attempting to
sell a child for adoption. If convicted, the
couple could each face a maximum
penalty of five years in prison.
The couple have two other children
who arc in the custody of the Department of Social Services, according to
Coyle.

Former Kentucky State dean
to return as interim president
FRANKFORT (AP) - A former dean nt
Kentucky State University who runs a
North Carolina-based consulting firm
has been ~elected to be the institution's
interim president.
William H. Turner, a Harlan County
native who has headed his own consulting firm in Winston-Salem, N.C., since
1995, is to lead the university Turner
also has been a columnist for ''The Winston-Salem journal."

MURFREESBORO, Tenn.
(AP) - About 150 Tennessee
National Guard military police
were activated Monday as part
of the war on terrorism, a
Guard spokeswoman said.
Sgt. Linda Paschall of Smyrna said the group initially will
go to Fort Campbell, "but it
would not surprise us that this
unit will be deployed on foreign soil."
At least half of those called
to active duty with the 269th
Military Police Company,
based in Murfreesboro, are
from Rutherford County. Four
are deputies in the Rutherford
County Sheriffs Department.
"Tennessee has been known
as the Volunteer State because
of the state's tradition of having a high number of military
volunteers in time of war,"
Paschall said.

N ILES TOWNSHIP, Mich.
(AP) - Local authorities were

Ukranian journalists
threaten to strike
KIEV,
Ukraine
(AP)
Claiming the president's
staff is meddling in the
media's work, Ukrainian
journalists on Wednesday
threatened to strike in
. protest of what they say is
unofficial censorship.
Andriy
Shevchenko,
leader of the newly formed
Independent Media Union,
told a special parliamentary
hearing that journalists
nationwide were ready to
strike if the 450-member
Verkhovna Rada did not
adopt legi!<lation to protect
them from government
pressure.
"If they don't act, we
will," Shevchenko said.
" Maybe we d on 't have cen -sorship de jure, but it certainly exists de facto.''
Journalists and rights

BINGHAMTON, N.Y. (AP)
A second former altar boy who
alleges sexual abuse by a priest
has sued an upstate New York
church, the Roman Catholic
Diocese of Rochester and the
Vatican.
The lawsuit filed Tuesday
seeks $8 million in damages.
Another former altar boy at St.
Patrick's Church in Owego
sued for $40 million.
Both plaintiffs, now in their
late 30s, claimed they were
sexually abused by the Rev.
Albert Cason, a co-pastor at
the church, in 1976, said their
attorney, Ronald Benjamin.
In the first lawsuit, the plaintiff alleged he was sexually
abused and molested by
Cason; the plaintiff said the
abuse continued on a regular
basis.

•
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groups accuse President
Leonid Kuchma's administration of sending weekly
memos to top news editors
for the past several months,
telling them what events to
report and how to present
the issues. The government
'denies the charge. .,

North Korea rejects
U.N. nuclear prOposal
SEOUL, South Korea
(AP)- North Korea rejected
a call by the U.N. nuclearmonitoring agency for the
communi"t country to
abandon
its
nuclear·
weapons program and
allow foreign inspections.
North Korean Foreign
Minister Paek Nam Sun
said the Nov. 29 resolution
was "extremely unilateral," the North Korean official news agency KCNA
reported Wednesday.
The lntcrn;Jtional Atomic
Energy Agency's resolution urged North Korea to
"give up any nuclenr
weapons programs expeditiously" and open "all relevant facilities to lAEA
inspection 1 and
safeguards."

Radical militants
attack Northern Iraq

tia from its mountain
stronghold on the eastern
edge of the Kurdish
autonomous zone in northern Iraq.
Jaffer Mustafa, a Patriotic
Union commander, said the
Ansar al·lslam Jet loose
with artillery barrages
before dawn, killing some
of his men as they slept,
then charged with assault
rifles and grenade launchers at the positions near the
city of Halabja.
Mustafa said the Islamic
militants
succeeded
because some of his men
were given leave for the
Islamic holiday of Eid eiFitr, which begins Thursday and marks the end of
the Muslim fasting month
of Ramadan.

Norwegian pop star
hangs money on tree
OSLO, Norway (AP)
Money May not grow on
trees, but a Christmas tree
decorated with cash was
irresistibly ripe for a Yuletide harvest.
Magne Furuholmen, part
of the Norwegian pop
group A-Ha, was given
14,000 kroner- the equivalent of $1,920- by Norway's
national railroad to decorate a tree for display outside the Oslo Central Station.
The tree and its cash decorations were hoisted up
the facnde of the station
Sunday. The height didn't
prove to be much of a deterrent - someone climbed a
ladder
before
dawn
Wednesday and stripped
everything but a few coins
from the tree.

SHASHJK, Iraq (AP)
Islamic radicals believed
linked to Osama bin
Laden's al·Qaida seized
two remote hilltop posts
from their Kurdish guerrilla
rivals Wednesday in a
fierce battle that left at least
20 fight<'rs dead and
wounded , Kurdish military
officials said.
The attack by the Ansar
al-lslam fighters was the
h1test in n long series of
skirmishes with the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan,
which hos sought to drive World Briefly is compiled by
the extremist Muslim mili- Adam L. Mathis, staff writer.
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Students deface fliers
Our View
Issue:

What's on your Christmas
wish list this year?

Flier!' placL"d
around campus
by members of
the Alliance
were defaced
and torn down .
P OSITION:

"A pair of diamond earrings,
and I really just
want my bills
paid."

Prejudice and
discrimination
have no place
at Murray State.

Recently, the All iance, Murray
State's organization for gay, lesbian,
bisexual and transgender students.
posted a number of fliers around campus in an effort to increase visibility.
When Al liance members went to
place a new series of fljers, they found
that many of the original fliers had
been torn down, and a majority of the
ones left were defaced with crude,
hateful remarks.
ll is importan t to have a wide variety
of opinions at a college campus. but it
is quite another is~ue when informative
material presented in a public venue is
crudely and callou:-ly defaced.
Many campus organizations advertise
and inform students of activities by
posting fliers. And it seems that wher-

ever there are fliers, there are incidents discriminated against and humiliated.
of vandalism. Some fliers are defaced;
At Murray State. we take prtiae in
others are simply torn down . Organiza- the diverse and inclusive atmosphere
tions ranging from Christian groups to we try to project. We sincerely doubt
fraternities have had their fliers van- hurtful, embarrassing comments to
dalized in the past.
" minority groups are example.s of an
What does this say about our cam- inclusive atmosphere.
pus? It says there are college-age stuTo the students responsible for the
dents childish enough to take the time vandalism, we say grow up. Stop actto deface literature associated with a ing like ignorant children. If you do
group they disliked.
not agree with someone's opinions ot
Not only is behavior such as this beliefs. there arc responsible, mature
detestab le and immature, but it also venues fur expressing that disagreeperpetuates discrimination and hostili- ment.
ty against certain groups. including
gays and lesbians. More importantly. it The staff editorial is the majority opinl)urts individuul students.
. ion of the editorial board of "The MurWhen organizations' fliers. are van - ray State Nt•ws." The editorial board is
dalized, members of thut group feel composed of all section editors.

Racer fans show real team spirit

Katie Clark
jun•or, Mayi/Bid

Our View
Issue:
"All I want is for
my parents to
have better health
in the new year."
Bashar A:aeh

Murray State's

sports fans have
been t~1r more
active this season.
POSITION:

junior. Jerusalem

fan support is
import<tnt to ~111
athletic teams.
Fans have done
"I want a camera
bag and a new
computer."

a gn: at job
cheering on
Racer teams this
sea~on .

Ronda Rhodes
junior, Murray

. Racer fans have made this
season an exciting one for Murray State athletics.
In the past, fans (especially
students) have been known for
lacklu~ter performances on the
sidelines, even leaving games
at halftime.
This season, however, the
faithful supporters cheered on a
successful soccer season, an
OVC Tournament berth for the
vollevball team and an OVC
Chanipionship for the football
team.
E. W. Dennison. Murray State
athletic director, said fan sup·
port has been lacking the past
few years.
"There are more games on
TV," he said. "Kids are on
computers now. There's more
, going on. There are. so many
other things to do than going to
games."
However. Dennison said that
he has seen a marked increase
tn
altendance at sporting

events, especially football
games.
"In a small community.
you're never going to get a big
number of fans like they do in
larger cities. but we do pretty
well for what we've got here,"
Dennison said.
Attendance at the six home
football games this season was
approximately 34.000, a number considerably higher than
numbers from the past few
years.
And while attendance numbers are important, crowd
enthusiasm also is a priority.
Racer fans have been getting
more vocal with each game this
season.
"They've been coming out
and cheering our guys on,"
Dennison said. "That really
helps the team ."
Fans are not merely spectators. They have the power to
lift athletes and teams to victory and humiliate and _frustrate

opposing lcams.
We applaud Murray State
fans for coming out, rain or
shine, to the field and courts to
supporting Racer athlete~ . Your
cheers, boos. hollers. whistles
and waves are importanl.
We hope you will continue to
support our teams with as much

enthusiasm and animation as
you have shown this season.
The staffeditorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
··nre Mt4rrtly State New,\·." The
edilorial hoard is composed of
all section editors.

Celebrity role models not as perfect as they seem
"A train set, a
new bicycle and
good grades on
my finals."

In My
Opinion

Adam Britton
seruor, MayfiBid

Jenny Hahnlfhe News
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Pee Wee Hennan was charged with model to end all role models possession of child pornography. Michael Jackson? How many people
That's right; I guess there was a lot grew up listening to his music. watchmore going on in Pee Wee's play- ing his videos and thinking, "I want to
house than anyone guessed.
be just as talented and successful as
The high-school print:ipal from he is."
"Ferris Beuller's Day off," actor JefNow I'm not saying these are bad
frey Jones. was charged with hiring a JX.>ople. No one is perfect. and celebri14-year-old boy to pose for sexually ties made mistakes just as we all do,
explicit photos. Winona Ryder was but the difference is that celebritie11
found guilty of grand theft and van- are in the public eye. They become
dalism. And the latest in a series of · role models for kids who look up to
recent high-profile scandals
them and, at time:-. try to emulate
Michael Jackson, the King of Pop, their behavior. How many times have
caused quite an uproar when he dan- we heard of professional athlete~
gled his infant son over the balcony abusing their spouses. drugs and
of his hntcl mom in Germany.
fame. We need to cleanse our genera·
What do all theo,e cases have in tion of the notion that rich or famous
common'! Yes, they all involve people automatically qualify as role
celebrities who made mistakes. but models.
there is a bigger problem here. These
Ask young people today who their
celebrities, at one Lime or another, role models arc, and the majority of
were role models for young people. them will give the name of a favorite
How many kid'> looked up to Pee mpper. actress or football player. It's
Wee Herman and watched every Sat- not their fault: the media build these
urday moming as he revealed the people up to be more than they really
"secret word" with Cowboy Curtis are. Granted, some celebrities do
and claymation Penny'! How many make fine role models. but most of
young girb saw Winona in "Little them don't.
Women" or "Autumn in New York"
I suggest we start looking away
and wanted to be just like her'] And of from the telcvi~ion to seek our role
course, who could forget the role models and mcnh>rs, and look around

us, instead. Many parents are excelDons Clnrk-Parham is director of
lent role models. but what about the AIMS (Adventures in Math and Sciyoung people who don ' t have good ence). She also tinds. time to be a
parents? I offer up a few suggestions member of the Murray City Council,
of role models right here on campu.~ . us well as a scholar and dedicated
Patric;a Thornton i!-. a cu:-todian in mother. Doris would make a glxxl
Wilson Hall. Pat comes to work every role model.
day with a smile on her face. She
These are just a few of the many
grec:ts every student with that friend- up!-.tanding individuals from whom
ly smile and an cncountging word . ~tudents can lcam. These people are
Pat takes pride io h~r job and docs it nul angels or saints. but they are
extremely well. She never complains accl!ssible and live among us. They
and is an excellent employee. Pat is a ha,·c flaws, as do we all. But they
role model.
possess some of the qualities students
Dr. Staci Stone is a prufl~ssor in the would do well to emulate. Murray
English department. She cares about State students don't need to look to
her students and treats them all with MTV or the NBA for their role modrespect, developing a bond with those els. Role models are the people
whom she educates. She is passionate around us who make our cta~srooms
about the subject she teaches, and that and our cummunitie~ better places.
enthusiasm is what makes her stu- They are the people who really make
dents eager to come to cluss anJ a difference in our lives. So the next
learn. Dr. Stone is a role model.
time someone asks you who your role
Dr. Don Robenson i~ vice presi· model is, don't be too quick to say
dent of Student Affairs. He is always Eminem, Julia Robcns or Michael
willing to help students in lillY way he Jordan. Think ulx>Ut it a while, and
can. His door is open to anyone nceu- you just might tind that the person
ing help m advice. and he truly listens you would most like to emulate: is
to what students have to say. Hi... sup- someone you actually kn<lW,
poll and dedication to helping ~1urray
State o;tudents makes him nn ideal Severo Adlu is opinion ediwr for
role modeL
''Tiw Murray Stttft' News."
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!YQllr C)J)it1iC)11
Fan support vital to victory
To the Editor:
I ''ant to take this opportunity on behalf
of our coaching staff and football players
to than!\ each nnd every student, faculty
member and staff member who was in
attendance for the game Nov. 23 at Roy
Stewart Stadium.
The emotion and enthusiasm you portrayed had a tremendous impact on the
outcome of <>ur game.
I have coached und played in many of
lhe great stadiums thrllUghout the country,
but I promise you that the emotion and
enthusiasm you pour~d out v.eighed just as
heavy as that poured out by the I00.000
people who arrive in Columbus. Ohio,
Tusl'alonsa, Ala., or even Tallahassee, Fla.
I especially want to thank member.~; of
the "Hail Racers" for stepping up and
:.ho\\ ing Racer .:-.pirit.
I also want to thank the Rw.:cr Band.
Racer Girls and ch~erleaders for an awesom~ job in lcuding our crowd in suppmt
of our team.
Once again. I want to thank you for
allo\\ 1ng us to bring the Ohio Valley Confcrcnct.• Champion:-.hip back where it
belongs - Murray State University.
Jue Pannuntio
Head Football CcMCh

BSU hosts appreciation dinner Fond farewell to ESL faculty
for Murray State faculty, staff To the Editor:
To the Editor:
On Nov. 5, students involved with the
Baptist Student Union invited several faculty members to an appreciation dinner at
their facility. Students from many different majors served an outstanding meal to
their gue~ts. As one of those faculty members, I would Iike to thank all the staff and
students of the Baptist Student Union for
a very enjoyable evening. It was an opportunity for the student .... staff and faculty to
come together and share the importance of
friendship outside the classroom.
I uppluud the RSU student... and staff
members who initiated the idea and sponsored the event. To my knowledge, this
event was the fiN of its kind on cnmpus.
and hopefully it will serve as u model for
further interaction between members of
the Murray State community. Hopefully
this will become an annual event that can
be expanded to include more faculty, staff
:md students across campus.
Again, thank y(lu, BSU staff and ~tu 
dcnts.
Terry Cttnerdy
Associate Professor
School of Agriculture

I would like to take thio; opportunity to
rccogni te three truly outstanding indi'~ iduals, my former colleagues, who ure in their
laM days of employment as full-time professional staff in the MSU English as a
Second Language Program: David
Cignoni. Rebecca Garvin and Karen Hoffman.
I have never worked with such skilled,
dedicated, professional and caring tca~:h·
ing professional!-> in my career. nnd I wish
them well in their future endeavors. On
Sept . I 0 and II. the four of us were handed ter!-.e letter~ of termination from the
ESL Program by Institute for lntcrnntion;~l
Stutlies Director Dr. Michuel Basile. cllectivc Dec. 31.
I also would like to take this opponunity to reiterate that beginning in J.muary
2003, the MSU 1:.s1. program will be
instructed solely by graduate teaching
assistants on an annual or semester graduate assbtantship through the TESOL program. us well as adjunct instructorli who
are employed in a series of eight·Y.CCk
contracts. The fact that this motlc uf operation ::u a university ESL program fall-.
below the standard'> of accreditation by the
main accrediting agencies of intensive
English programs in the United States, the
Conunissinn on Engh:-.h Language Pro-

gram Accreditation (CEAl and the American As~ociation of Intensive English Programs ( AAfEP). is evidently not considered as important as the ..cost-saving measures'' taken earlier this semester amidst a
series of conflicting explanations, both
public and private. Funhermore. in addition to terminating the four full-time ESL
in~rructors, the long-standing rate of
adjunct pay in the ESL program for
instructors with a mu<>ter's degree was
arbitrarily decn:ased by one-fourth this
semester. In a region where jobs arc
sc;m·e, tht~ act is apparently something
thnt is UCl.'Cptcd by those who would seek
such employment. It also is well worth
noting that international-student tuitilln for
the Murray State ESL program has not
decreased. To everyone involved, I wish
lhem well in their J'~nure endeavors IQO.
Amy Bums Short
Doctoral Student
MSU .md University ol Reading, England

Write to us
"The Murray State News.. welcomes com·
mentaries and leuers to the editor. Letten
~hould be 300 words or fewer and must be
signed. Contributors should include
addresses and phone numbers for verification. Please include hometown, classification. title or relationship to the Universily.
'"The Murray State News.. reserves the
right to edit for style, length and content
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Student recounts ·soccer heritage
In My
Opinion

-

•

~
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B.J.
Wilson

" We chanted
before our
games in a
language that
seemed
mutually
understood and
felt."

in the region. 'The track record is impressive, and Ricardo was firmly comnutted to that project -on and off the field .
We had fun shutting out other teams with coaching stafts. with some of
our players' numbers made from dul"t tape: J remember one guy who was
so proud of his number, "pi.'' Sometimes we had victory parties and barbe~.:ues at Ricardo's house. He was a sharp businessman; he got us a generous sponsorship from a local
business, although this came just before the club's collapse.
We had an intere~tinf ethnic configuration. with
members from a number of different region~ throughout
the world. They came from East. West and Southeast Asia;
Northern, Western and Ea.~tcrn Europe; East Africa; and
Nor1h, Sou1h and Cemral America. We chamcd before our
games in a language

1 was inspired to write this after reading "From Behind lhe Shadows.. in
the Nov. 22 issue of 'The Murray State News." l want to congratulate the
men's soccer club on its success, as well as the women's collegiate team
for its first winning season, but I also want to comment on 1he "tradition"
of soccer here at Murray State.
It was disappointing to see that the contributions of former students
were not acknowledged in the article. The development of the
men's current club program owes a great deal to many students. Most of lhem are not here anymore, and one in particular.
'-_,.,.: ----....
Ricardo Garcia-Vidal was an international student
who passed away in January 1999. While attending
Murray State, he was committed to many lhings,
including helping a men's club ~cer pmgmm grow.
He was always playing on Friday evenings, just for
fun, and always telling students to come out to play.
Ricardo, along with a number of other interna·
tiona! and American students. abo participated in
an intercollegiate club league, which was composed of five ~cer teams separate from intmmu·
rats. This league was terminated when lhe residential-college system began. Fonner league players
were then arl>irrarily assigned to their colleges, and
fairly talented groups were dismantled.
The University then tried to form a "Residential College All-Stars" team. which was intended to combine the
colleges' best playeT'i at the end of each immmural season. to represent the University. This never materioliJed.
A predecessor to the current men's club program
began within this context. Initiated by the students.
"'ith support from the recreation department. a
tnuning program developed where players would
)
not be arbitrarily slapped togclher for one game,
}
and a considerable effort was made to represemJ{J (/
Murray State in accordance with other universities
• ·

that seemed mutually understood and fell .
Before one honie game 1 remember, we laid around the sideline for a
while with our eyes closeil, then opened them togelher. ft ~emed like the
right time to pau~ for a moment and be aware of one another.
That club prospered for nearly three seac;ons. mostly because of the
work of students. Shor11y after its collapse, the University took on a more
influential role, and I'm happy to see lhat it is successful. I'm aware of the
sacrifices club playe~ ~>till have to make; you can'1 just show up and
expect to play without contributing more than your skills.
But before the current club progr.un, and even the intercollegiate club
league, Ricardo somehow managed lo keep students corning to Cutchin
Field on Fridays. Sometimes there were 30 or 40 people ou1 there. We'd
play until dark, often by the light of the tennis courts. Rarely did we keep
score; we just kept the team$ even. Ric<tnlu was one of those players "'ho
had to switch sides sometime!> to even things out; he
wa.; an exceptional athlete, always smiling. He
had a big smile.
The best was before and after the games li!cing up cleats and stretching out. removing
the braces, cutting tape from 1hc: ankles. slipping hot feet into cool, airy sandals while lying
on the grass and talking to people from nil over
lhe world.
I'm not surprised students \\ere not recognized for their contributions, and I'm noc bitter
about an innocen1 oversight, bu1 those ~otudents
should be acknowledged.
One night, while riding my bike toward the
Chestnut Street bridge,· I saw silhouette$ on
Cutchin Field winding around in the darkness.
The black bodies were given fi>ml by the background light. When I looked again, they were
gone.

8.1. Wilson is a senior English and global
Jtudies doublf' major from Louis\•ille.

Flier vandalism perpetuates campus hostility
As a member of a few clubs on campus, I
am always pulling up fliers. Usually they get
respected too; no one tears them down or
writes on them or posts their own reply
niers. Recently. however, I've encountered
an entirely new situation.
Let me clarify by saymg I am a member of
an advisory board. consisting of faculty,
staff and students, that is petitioning the University to open a Gay and Lesbian Center.
We have been nt this for more than a year
now and were recently told by an administrator the answer was a plan and simple
"no." He said we had to increase our visibility as a community in order for our concerns
to even be noticed, let alone be considered
for a center. by the school administration.
It was not enough. I suppose, that gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender stude nts, faculty and staff are harassed every day on this
carnpu:.. We are made to feel unsafe in our

dorms, unwelcome in clubs we want to join
and ignored in our classrooms . There are
admitted ly many good, safe spaces on campus, mainly stemming from the environment
our allies create, but the overall climate of
this campus is hostile.
So after being told to increase our visibility. we decided to do just that. On Nov. I I,
we posted our first round of fliers. T hey had
the phrase, "Which one is gay'!" above two
identical slick figures. Almost half of these
were torn down within hou rs, and more
within a few days. These fliers a lso created
the greatest number of rude responses, as
some people decide<.! to dress up the stick
figures and circle the ones they thought were
gay. One person crudely wrote that "the one
with the bloody anus" was the gay one.
~orne of the less-noticed fliers said "A gay
person was here'' and "Gay youth are 2-to-4
times more likely to commit suicide," and

God's love for man
remains true reason
to celebrate holidays
In My
Opinion

Mark
R~tndall

" The impact
thb one life has
made on the
history of
mankind is
unfathomable."

I love this time of year!
Christmas is by far the biggest holiday of the year. There are
lights everywhere, friends and families come togelher like at no
other time and people are extremely generous. In fact our group.
Christ Ambas. . adors. rings the beU for the Salvation Army every
year at this tim~·and it always overwhelms me how incredibly
kind and generous people are. It is awesome to sec how many
people will sacrifice to help total strangers during lhis time. Pco·
pie give food to lhe hungry, blankets to the cold and a wam1 hand
to those who are hospitalized or in long-term care. It is a time
when people tend to think les~ of themselves anl.l more of others.
By far. my favorite thing about this holiday, however, is that
even for !hose who don't totally reali1e it. th i~ worldwide. colossal celebration of peace. joy and goodwill is centered around the
birth of my Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. He is the most qu(ltcd
person m h1story. There have been more songs written, more stn·
ries told and more bl'loks published as the result of this one carpenter's life lhan any other person in history.
The impact this one life has made on lhe history of mankind is
unfathomable. It may be best summed up by Napoleon Bonaparte
(cited by Vernon C. Groundo;. 'The Reason for Our Hope''), who
said, "I know men, and I tell you that Jesus Chri't is no mere rnan
... Everylhing in Christ astonishes me. The neurer I approach, the
more carefully I examine, everything IS above me - everythin!?
remains grand, of a grandeur which overpowers. ... One can find
absolutely nowhere, but in Him alone, the imitation or the exam·
pie of His life ...
" ... I search in vain in history to tinJ the similar to Jesus Christ,
or anything which can approach lhe Gospel. Neither history. nor
humanity, nor the ages. nor nature. offer me anything with which
I am able to compare it or to explain it, and elsewhere. between
Him and every other person in the world there is no possible term
of comparic;on Ah=xander, Caesar. Charlemagne anl.l I have
tounded empires. But on what did we rest the creatJ()n of our
gemuses? Upon force. Jesus Christ founded His empire upon
love; and at this hour. millions of men would d1e tor Him ..
Christmas is the time that the world celebmtes the grea1est
story of all time. Gol.l chose to leave His Glory and come to E01rth
to be born as a man. He came to earth a!> a result of His great love
for us. He gave u.~ the greatest gift of all: eternal life to anyone
who will receive Him.
Please consider this during this Chri~tma.. season. My prayer
for you is that you will give the greateM gift you can give back 10
Jesus. offer Him your life and recehe His free gift of salvation.
The Bible says. "All who call on the name of the Lord 'hall be
saved." Call on Him today. surrender your life to Him and allnw
Him to use your life to make a po~itive impact on the w1•rld
around you. That is what Christmas is all about. Mc:rry Christmas'

Mark Randall is the campus pastor for Christ Ambassadors.

one was a copy of the Murray State nond iscrimination clause - the one that included
sexual orientation and has since been taken
out: its inclusion was called a mistake by our
Equal Opportunity Office.
One of our most recent fliers was designed
to promote the idea that gays and lesbians
could be Christians too, and it said, "Jesus
loves rne. this I know, for the Bible tells me
so. Did I mention I'm gay'?" This prompted
the highest rate of tear-downs; 90 percent of
them were missing after two days. It also
resulted in someone posting a tlier, similar
to ours. saying Jesus loves us even in sin,
and we should tum to him.
The goal of this campaign was to increase
visibility. Visibility of our sheer existence
on this campus, visibility of our issues (religion, suicide rates, etc.) a nd nn overall
increased awareness of our diversity. Yet
these fliers are torn down, vandalized and

mocked in no less than two hours on most
days. I ask the campus community and the
people who are tearing these fliers down :
What is your goo!'?
We simply wanted to increase our visibili ty. Instead, we have tapped into an immense
amount of homophobia and hostil ity. This
just further goes to show that we need something on this campus to combat the prejudices. yet the administration remains
ambivalent and inactive.
These fliers will continue in the spring
semester, since there is such an obvious need
for more awareness. and the GL.BT students
on this campus ask everyone to respect our
fliers by not tearing them down or vandalii'.ing them.

In My
Opinion

Michelle Barber is a senior business admin istration and German double major f r.om
Warren, Mich.
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Bruce Willis '88 action flick 'Die Hard'
gets columnist's vote as Christmas classic
Howdy, folks. Well, it':. that time of year again. Chestnuts
are rna~ting tln open tires; canines arc barking our favorite
holiday tunes on the radio; and old friends are uniting around
the yule log to share stories of times of old. And who can forget the im:~ges ot crued shoppers descending on department
stores like Anna :--:icole Smith on an all-you-tan-eat buffet'!
Yeah, I just made an Anna Nicole Smith joke: times are hard,
folks. My humor ju~t ain't what it used to be.
Anyway, it also is at this time we ure slammed by a barrage of typical holiday movies, such a-; "h' s a Wonderful
Life," "A Christmus Story" nnd the alway~ · popu lar "Home
Alone," to name a fe\\
However, there is another lilml thin"k is often overlooked
as an important Christmas movie. It is a film I have often
defended as a holiday movie, despite having 10 suffer heavy
ridicule from my friends. who argue that thi., filrn is most certainly not of a seasonal nature. Ladies ;tnd pcntlemen. I am
talking about the 19MR hit movie. "Die Hard ··
For those of you who rnay no1 be familiar with the film 's
plot, it !>tar!'. Bruce Willis ns wife-heater-clad. gun-toting.
one-liner-spewing New York City cop John McClune. who
find~ himself trapped in a large Los Angles building (o\\ ned
by the ~akatnmi Corporation) lcmporarily held by a group of
terrorists, the latter led by Alan "I am gonna carve your heart
out wi1h a spoon" Rackmun. Thi~ as pn:tty much i1. Insert
some cool gun fight~. some hilarious conver~ational
exchanges bctY.een Willis and Rickman and a few mulletsporting Gt•rrnan terrorists. nnd you have nne of the best
Christmas mm.ies the ' ROs had to offer (right up there with
''Scrooged" and "Gremlin~" ).
You migh1 be asking, "So, Gibson,\\ hat exactly is the con-

nectiun between the movie you just described and Christmas?'' Well. that is a!)\Ummg you have actually read this
commentary and did not just use this section of the newspaper as wrapping paper for ~ome gift, you cheap soul.
The connection is pretty simple. The whole movie takes
place during Christmas time. In fact, the terrori~ts have actually taken control tlf the Nakatomi Corporation building
"'hile the company's employees are ha\ ing their ChriMmas
party; McClane. who j, at the party visiting his wife, is
forced to spread a little Chri~trnas cheer in the fom1 of some
serious, hardcore butt·kicking. As if the time of the movie
was not enough to make it worthy of being con~idered :1 holiday classic, a soundtrack that includes holiday songs by
Frank Sinatra and Run DMC. as well as some very festive
quotes ("Now I ha\e a machine gun. llo. Ho. Ho.") written
by McClane on the shirt of a dead terrorist). should convince
anyone of the tilm's holiduy·rnovie sl<llu!-..
So this Christmas, when you tind yourself not intere,ted in
seeing an angel getll!-. y,mgs or witnessing a small child torture two bumbling burglars with a seric' of horrendous MacGyver-e~ue hmnc-o;el:urity measures, \\ hy nut pop in "Die
Hard" and watch a movie that celebnues the true meanmg of
Christmas. complete with explosions nnd mm:hine guns and
more explosions on top of that'!
And while you' re at it. don' l leave Santa the typical cookie-and· milk combo this year. Everyone knows the key to getting the CO\eted "coolc ·t gift ever" from the jolly fellow is to
leave him a Totino's Party Piua,

John GibsoTt i.1 a columnist for "The Murmy Stclft> News."
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ArP prepares holiday meals
"It was pretty neat because the older
people got up from playing cards and
started helping us too," Fourshee said.
"We could tell they really appreciated
us."
Fourshee ~aid fraternity member!>
originally began looking for someone
local to help with a 'Thanksgiving dinner,
but could not find anyone in Murray.
They later called the Senior Citizens'
Center and decided to help the elderly.
Henshaw .said he considers the fraternity' s hdp crucial to the program.
''This was needed for senior citizens in
our community," Henshaw said. "I think
they have really set a model for what
community service should be."
Hobb~ said he hopes to make the project an annual event and encourages
other University ()rganizations to help
locally as well.
''I'd like to see more Murray State
organiLations £et involved with helping
and portray fraternities in a positive
manner," Hobbs said.
The fraternity volunteered to help the
center with delivering meals in the
future. ~ourshee said.
"We told them if they ever needed
help with the ussembly line or delivering. we would help,'' he said.
Fourshee also said fraternity members
wanted to put the money it had raised to
use locally so they could see the effects
in the community.

by Melissa Kilcoyne
staff writer

Members of the Alpha Gamma Rho
fruternity wanted to give back to their
Murray community. The Murruy/C<ll·
loway County Senior Citi1.ens' Center
gave them the opportunity.
Monday. approximately 20 members
of the fraternity joined employees from
the center and packaged live meals
apiece for 90 individuals. In addition. the
fraternity also donated sgso to the center. Included with the meals were powdered milk. crackers, juice. canned
goods and other goods. Those receiving
the food packages were mostly :;hut-ins
with fixed incomes.
"Our clients are typically individuals
who are not able to drive and have finan
cial difficulties Bad weather can i"olate
them also," Jack Henshaw, intern for the
Senior Citizens' Center, said .
AGR President Zuch Hobbs said both
his fraternity and the center benetited
from the experience.
" T really enjoyed Wllrking with the
Senior Citizens' Center.'' Hobbs said.
"We got to interact with them. and they
talked with us on a personal level. I liked
seeing how much they appreciuted that
we were helping them."
AGR Treasurer John Fourshec also
said he enjoyed interacting with the
elderly.

~

~.
~

By Taylor Marie Ewing

the College Courts office throughout next
spring and summer. She said the programs will
include a bike registration system and childThanks to a new Public Safety extension safety educational sessions.
office on the 1204 block of College Courts. stu.
"Officers are going door-to-door get bike regdents living in residential colleges will have istrution numbers so that we can help decrease
increa~ed access to Public Safety's services.
thefts," Randall said. "For our child-safety proLt. Maureen Randott said Public Safety and grams, we have one officer who will be holding
the Housing Office worked together to create · u session to teach parents how to install car seats
the new starion. which began its operation mid- properly. We'll also be doing child fingerprintsemester.
ing programs."
Although Public Safety created the new sta·
Randall said the departments decided the
satellite office was necessary because many res- tion to help students in College Courts and the
idential-college students did not utilize the re~idential colleges feel more secure, resident
office on I 6th Street.
Kim Kokoski, !ienior from Radcliffe, said she
"Some people don't want to come to the only recently learned about the new station.
police station," Randoll said. "The new office is
"I honestly did not even know about (the new
easier for them because it's closer to the resi- office) until a girl down the street told me about
dential colleges. and it's less imposing. It's a lot it," Kokoski said. "It's hard to feel safer about
e~ier for someone at Hester to meet at College
something when you don't even know it's there.
Courts than come all the way to the main Public They're providing a service for us, but not letSafety office.''
ting us know what it is or how to access it."
RandoII said although the station is only open
The new station' s second-shift supervisor.
from 8 to 9 p.m. and I I p.m. to midnight, it~ Kenny Jenkins, said because the new station
hours will increa!-.e a'> the program develops.
only opened recently. Public Safety is still
"The new office opened in the middle of this teaming to meet student needs.
"Right now (student-; know about the station
semester, so the program hasn't really devel ·
oped into what it will be," Randall said. "But by) word of mouth, but in the spring we'll put
the few hours we're doing now have been well- up a sign." Jenkins said. "We're so shon-handreceived. And as we hire more people and ed, it's hard to keep officers there full-time.
extend the hours, the more we'll able to do.''
We've had good result-; so far. and as next
Randoll said aside from its obvious service~. semester progres~s. the more we'll be able to
Public Safety will hold a number of programs at do."
assistant news editor

Karri Wurth!The News

John f4'ourshee, senior from Cadiz
and Alpha Gamma Rho member,
bags powdered milk at the Senior
Citizens' Center on Monday.
Henshuw said he commends the fraternity members for volunteering time and
money.
"It was an unbelievable service," Henshaw said. "We could not have done it
without (the AGR fraternity)."
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Extension office provides
more campus accessibility

Christmas Sp ecial

!~

4 0 % off any one big-ticketed item in store
With an additional purchase of $25 or more •
Now Untjl Christmas Eve!~
416 •aiD Stmt • ~ • m»aU: wlldrasp@mmay.fly.net

MAIN STREET l\1USIC

Radio Cab
753-TAXI

2 10

M ai n S t reet, Dow n tow n M nrra w w w . maI n st rc c t m u sl c. com
l270) 759-0420
MARTIN 0\JIJ'AIUi, IJUSS a DALTON c:\IJTA R~.
OWOF.N, RAINSUNG , AI, VAREZ .. 'I'AIRI CI\IJTARS
ALl, IN SlOt:X AT GREAT PJtiCF.Slll
AI , SO, CllltCK ou·r OUil
PARKt; ll GlJ I TAR:'I!!

24 Hour Service

t!

•S t u d e n t

'<TOP IN It> SF.II OUR ~ELECTJONIII

D i s c o u n t s·

op .. n

11 · .5 .M • t' A

~·•

:t•·•

Authorized dealer ol Alvarez. Ya1rl, Lowden. Avalon. Ralnsong. Parl<er. M&rtln, Huss &
& Mucn Morel
Dalton, Ausun. Johnson. Danelectro, P' nose. Crate, A

~~~~~~~~~w

I t ' s Ba.c:k.!

E&
Tue•.- Sat.
11 a.m. .. 1i! a.m.

1!3 Free Pregnancy Test
All <;CtVice.~ free of charge.
I;J Infonnation About ALL Choices
~Carjng and Confidential ~elg
1506 Chestnut Street (across from the I&T Building)

www.LHouse.org

UFEHOUSE
ear~ cent~

Wednesday
!ipaghetti !ipedal
1.99
Lunch &

s
Dinner- 11 a.m.- 9

970 Chestnut St.
• Murray •

- - SPAGHETTI-with Meat Sauce or Marinara Sauce
- - - $1 . 99 - - -

DINNER SALAD - $1. 19
p.m.
SOFT DRINK - $0.79

Papliai'$ Pizza

763-2975

*** IMPORTANT REMINDER ***
Need to register, change
your schedule or pay your
bill for Spring 2003?

Better ln~dien.ts.
Better Pizza.

753-6666
,
Papa John's wishes you
"Good Luck'' on your finals.

THE FINAL DAY IN 2002 TO
USE RACER-TOUCH IS
FRIDAY. DECEMBER 20.

Finals Week Special
One X-Large One
Topping

Racer-Touch is available
5 a.m. - 4:50 p.m: 762-3500.
Walk-in service available weekdays
through Friday, December 20,
8 a.m. -4:30 p.m.

$6.98
r-----------------------, r-----------------------, r------------------------,
•
Add a Breadstick • Add a Cheesestick
Add an order of
and a 2-Uter of ••
Chicke n s trips an d
and a 2-Uter of
'
•
Coke with your •
a 2-Lite r of Coke
Coke with your
•
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$3.99
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•Expires
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From the Registrar Staff:
Have a Safe and
Happy Holiday!
See you January 2!
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Career path leads to nation's capital
U P

0
Although
students rna y
often wonder
if college is
worth the
stress, this
series shows
several
Murray State
alumni have
made it to the

top.

by Seth Combs
staff writer
A solid foundation ut Murray
State can lcud to one of the most
prestigioul> governmental •nstitu tinns in the United Statel>.
Aft~r n distinguished lifetime of
experiences spanmng three umversities. the armed services and an
eventual career as secretary to the
United Su{re-. rederal Reserve
Board of Governors, William Wiles
b settling into retirement at his new
home in York, Penn.
An Owensboro native. Wiles
graduated from Murray State in
195.3 with a major in history. A year

later, he enlisted in the United was offered a permanent position at teaching, but I stayed on at the. Fed.
States Army and remained there the Federal Reserve in the Division It has a well-deserved reputation for
until 1956 when he enrolled at the of Research and Statistics as a its integrity:'
University of Kentucky in pursuit structure economist. His job
In 1973, Wiles was moved to the
of his master's degree in business involved researching bank mergers Division of Supervision and Reguadministration. Wiles then moved and acquisitions.
lation. In 1981. he was promoted, to
on toward his doctorate at the Uni"They gave me a phone call and secretary of the Federal Reserve
versity of Wisconsin, where he offered me u job while I continued Board of Governors, remaining in
worked as a research assisthat position until his retire·
tant and acting instructor in
mcnt in June 1998.
economics.
"l did a lot of different
" It's good to have things for the Fed," Wiles snid.
Wiles attributes much of
dreams, bu t everyone "Until 1981, I worked in diviI ••
his. educational journey to
t
circumstance.
I
still needs to be pre- sions where l had a narrower
"1 didn't really have any
pared for some disillu- area of responsibi1ity with a lot
plan at all. I just drifted
of depth involved. As secresionment.'~
... •.·. -.-.···.'
····•
with the current," Wiles
tary, it was a lot of surface
·.·'..
said. "I think I was tremenknowledge without the depth."
dously lucky and had
As for his time at Murray
William Wiles
excellent teachers a long
State, Wiles said he believes
Murr.ty Stale alumnus
the way."
strongly in the integr ity of
In the su mrner of 1964.
small state schools.
Wiles and other graduate
''Murray State was terrific.
students across the country
Schools like Murray have to
were given the opportunity
compete with other state
to work at the Federal Reserve in to work for my Ph.D.,'' Wile!i said. schools for money," Wiles said.
Washington, D.C. Soon after. Wiles " J had always planned to go back to "It's mostly made up of kids from

~~

-.

.

if

relatively midd le-class families.
and schools like that make up the
backbone of our educational system. I'm very thankful for the job it
does."
Wiles remains active with the
Alumni Association at Murray S tate
and said he has good advice for current students and recent graduates.
"It's good to have dream~. but
everyone still needs to be realistic
and prepare for some disillusionment," Wiles said. "Above all. be
honest. kind, dependable and enthusiastic:. Do the best you can under
the circumstances and persevere.
Concentrate on the things you can
control.''
Wiles said he is still getting used
to life outside the Federal Re!->erve.
''Well, I don't have any great hobbies yet." Wiles said. "I read a lot.
and I'm still involved with the
Reserve. I think it's important to
continue to do things that work your
mind. You have to avoid sitting in
front of the TV all the time."

Congratulations
Chris Jung!

A Relax, Worship, Experience!

~

The NEW President of
Lambda Chi Alpha
.Fraternity.
- Your co-workers at The Murray State News

The NET is a praise and
worship experience for
Murray State
students each Sunday

at 8 p.m.

FREE MEAL! Christmas Dinner
A van will be at Hart Hall at 7:45 p .m . every
Sunday for evening wor s hip.
203 S. 4th St.
753-1854

Check out these

New &: Used items
• Movies
• Home CD Players
• New Car Stereos
• CD's
• Stereos
• Dvd's

•
•
•
•

Jewelry
Playst atlon games
Power tools
Playstatlon I & 2

$1 & up
$ 2995&up
$89im & up
$2 &up

Saturday,
Decetnl,er 7th
7:00 p.tn.
Regional Spedal Events Center

• Printers
• Amps

• Scanners
• Guitars
• Guns

• Knives

•Bring in your unwanted items to get quick
cash for Christmas•

11118 TIE lf8jCY
For Ticl(ets, call 2 70-762-4895

The Murray State News would like to wish everyone good luck during
finals week and have a safe and happy Christmas Holiday!

college Ufe editor: Kyser Lough
~t oo.Dege life editor: Erin Ridurc.b
phone: 762-4480
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this vveek
•friday
•Admissions - Last
day of classes for fall
2002 semester.
•Performance
Madrigal
Dinner,
6:30 p.m., Ordway
Hall. $25. Tickets
must be purchased in
advance by phoning
762-6944.
•Friday Night Live
Katy Bowser. 9 p.m.,
Curris Center Stables.
Free admission.

'

II

•saturday
•Exam
LSAT
exam, 8:30a.m., Ordway Hall room 206.
•Performance
Madrigal
Dinner,
6:30 p.m., Ordway
Hall. $25. Tickets
must be purchased in
advance by phoning
762-6944.

•sunday
•Bible Study - Uni-

versity Church of
Christ, 9 a.m.
•Bible Study - Chi
Alpha, 9:15 a.m.,
Elizabeth
College
back lobby. Rides to
the church of your
choice afterward.
•Recital
String
preparatory program
recital, 2 p.m.• Farrell
Recital Hall. Free
admission.
•Bible Study - Murray Christian Fellowship house, 7 p.m.

•monday
•Exams- Final exam
week:
8 a.m. - 8:30 a.m.
MWFclasses
10:30 a.m. - II a.m
Tih classes.
1:30 p.m. -2:30p.m.
MWF classes
4 p.m. -CIV 101 and
102 common finals.
Night - Monday
evening classes.

•tuesday
•Exams - Final exam
week:
8 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
MWF classes.
10:30 a.m. - 11:30
a.m. MWF classes.
1:30 p.m. - 12:301:45 p.m. ITh class. es.
: Night
Tuesday
; evening classes.

•wednesday
•Exams - Final exam
week:
8 a.m. - 9:30-10:45
a.m. TTh classes.
10:30 a.m. - 12:30
p.m. MWF classes.
1:30 p.m. - 2-3:15
p.m. TTh classes
Night - Wednesday
evening classes.

..

•thursday
•Exams - Final exam
week:
8 a.m.- 8-9:15 a.m.
ITh classes and 4:30
p.m. MWF classes.
10:30 a.m. - 10:30
a.m. MWF classes.
1:30 p.m. - I :30 p.m.
MWF classes.
Night - Thursday
evening classes.

•

(Above) Shoppers stream out of Wal-Mart at 6:15 a.m. after taking advantage of the after-Thanksgiving sales. (Abo\-e right) Norma Sue Miller, starr member at Winslow Dining Hall, shows off some of the
bargains she snatched up at Wai-Mart, including a basketball for $2.48. (Bottom right) Customers line
up at one of many crowded checkout lines to complete their post-Thanksgiving shopping. Included in
the shopping carts is one of the day's biggest bargains, a 27-inch television for $148.

Editor risks life, limb
in name of bargains
byK~Lough

ray, was present at the opening of lhe decided to head to the local Wal-Mart
store as well and ~eemed to share an atti- after finishing up at Penney's. This whole
tude similar to mine.
after·Thanksgiving ~hopping thing was
The day after Thanksgiving is notori"It's ridiculou-. that people are up this not so bad after nil. How wrong I would
,
ous for being the biggest ~hopping day of early and crazy about (shopping)." Kin- prove to be.
the year. After this year, J believe it.
gins said.
Making my p~rchafie$ and getting in 1
At a frigid two minutes afrer6 a.m.• the the car, I headed over to Wai-Mart. The
Never having been one to shop lor bargains on the day after Thanksgiving, I J.C. Penney's store manager finally sight that met my eyes was almost unl>eunlocked lhe door und let us into the lievable.
decided this year to test out the biggest
The morning Mill rose over a sea of
shopping-day lheory and set out on my store. All of a sudden. the parkmg lot was
own &hopping extravaganza. Little d1d l alive with activity as a ~.:rowu of shoppers shining cars in the parking lot. more full
know I was putting my life on the line in streamed from their vehicles to the door. than I huvc ever seen it. Pulling into the
Losing myself in the ~tampedc, I entered parking lot. the only open spaces left
the name of saving a few bucks.
Looking through all the advertising the ~tore to get hand~d the a.-,-advertised were in the middle of the lot and all the
inserts. I determined the best plal'e to free gift, which turned out to be a small way down at the bottom, This was about
begin the adventure was J.C. Penney's, Mick~y Mouse snow globe.
to get messy.
Inside lhe store. all the nd\'Crti~ed barWalking into the store. lhe mayhem
which opened at 6 a.m. However, being
the naive shopper I was. I paid no atten· gains were displaye.d. and these shopper.; erupteu as soon ns the last automatic door
tion to any of the special bargains, only knew exactly for what they were looking. slid open. Gazing into the store with heslhe free gift to be had for lhe fil"\t certain Some of the fir.:;t people in the store lined itant eyes, I grabbed one of the few msty.
number or shoppers lhrough the door.;. up at the cash regi~ter alter 11 precise old shopping cans left anu headed m, not
That would tum out to be my greatest sweep lhrough the ~pedal hnliday sales, aware of what I was <tbout to experience.
executing their shopping with a surgical
Stmight uhead, two employees were
mistake on the day of shopping hell.
The insistent buzzing of my alaml precision.
stacking up small appliances lhat were
In my ignorance, it took me three times going for the low price of $5. They were
clock at 5 a.m. tore me away from a ueep
sleep and thrust me into a cold, dark a.'> long to pick out what my Dad wotdd surrounded by a sea of shoppers. and the
world. After a cup of coffee and letting be receiving for Christma~. The other products were getting snatched up as
the car heat up for 15 minutes, 1 v. a.~ shoppers seemed to luok down at me as I soon as they were placed out on the ~tack .
passed the same bargain table multiple
The aisles were full Y.ith shopping
ready to hit the stores.
Rolling ~ to J.C. Penney's at 5:45 times, Lrying to pkk out what to buy. cans, each packed to the top \\ith special
a.m .. I noticed about 15 cars in the park· However, it diu mlt seem so bad: there sale item~. One of the biggest seller:; of
ing lot and about 10 people standing out- were not too many people in the ~tore, the duy. a 27·inch television for $148,
side the doors, all bundled up, braving the and the lines were not that lnng at the reg- was in ahnosr every cart. The scene was
ister.
overwhelming.
biting wind lhat greeted them.
Lulled into u false ~cn~e nf security, 1
Even while I ~tood scribbling notes
Zachary Kingins, freshman from Mur-
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Heroic poem
Ulan_,
Mongolia
Olden days
Lima's land
Main island of
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Toward shelter
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Last week's solution

into my notebook, I was brushed a~ide by
a Judy who was rushing to where the latest deals were getting placed. Moving my
cart back. I bumped into a couple headed
the ~ame way. Standing <;till was obviousb' ~ allowedpy these bargain·hawy
c u~tmners. In a sad auempt to get back
into the main aisle, I nudged slightly out
of aisle three and promptly got clipped by
a b<~rgmn · lilled shopping cart pusheu by
u man spo1ting a very dirty look. Retreat·
ing. I quicldy dove into the dothing se~
tii!O und made my way over to electronics.
I rnn into Norma Sue Miller, staff
member at Winslow Cafeteria, who has
been after-Thanksgiving shopping for
many yean;. Already, she had a minitntm[J(>Iine. a Monopoly board game nnd
a basketbaU in her cart, along with
numerous clothing items. all on sale und
all for her grandchildren.
''Last night, T looked through uti the
ads to tind the deals and figured ou1
which door to come to first," Miller said.
Arriving :Jt 5:45a.m., Miller found her
way to where her first deals were to be
placed :md then waited for the frenzy to
begin with lhe hundreds of other shop·
pers already lhere. To my surprise. Miller
.said this year' :- crowd was smaller than
usual.
After we stopped talking, another
crowd of people ru~hed by. headeu to the
nlrendy overcrowded cash registers. Over

The Weekly Crossword

the intercom, announcer.; gave up-to-date
information on which checkout lanes had
the least waiting and when the next pallet
of 27-inch televisions would be displayed.
Leaving
store at 7 a.m.. J llO(iced
the crowd had thinned dov.11 to what
most woulu call an' aver.tge si1.e. These
shoppers had prepared for this day and
came in with shopping carts blazing.
They rushed through the store in a whirl·
wind of bargain hunung. snatched up
what they needed and headed to the next
store.
There is no way to prepare for the holiday-shopping rush. It is something lhat
mu~t be witnessed to be believed. The
movie "Jingle All the Way" shows a
comical view of the shopping season, as
a father bra\CS the l~rowds to tind the
hottest toy of the season for his son. That
scene is not far from the truth.
In order to be un after-Thanksgiving
shopper. you have to be han.lcore or risk
getting lost in the sea of bargains. Half
the work is preparation - browsing the
adverti~ing ami planning your attack.
My new view on holid:1y shopping is
that if it is not totally imperative to purchase that 27-inch television for $148 ~
bn..~ketball for $2.48, then I'll just stay at
home in my nice, warm bed. Then later.]
can peruse the aisles at my leisure without putting my life at stake for a 13-inch
TV/VCR combo.

me

Edited by wayne Robert Williams
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this week
I. Shania Twain - ''Up!"
2. Various Artists - "Now ll"
3. Soundtrack - "8 Mile"
4. Ja Rule - "The Last Temptation"
5: Jay-Z- "The Blueprint 2:
The Gift and the Curse"
Source: Associated Press

•movies
1. Harry Potter and the
Chamber of Secrets
Starring Daniel Radcliffe
2. Die Another Day
Starring Pierce Brosnan and
Halle Berry

3. Santa Clause 2
Starring Tim Allen

4. Treasure Planet
Starring Joseph Gordon-Levitt

5. 8 Crazy Nights
Starring Adam Sandler

9

Humorous book sarcastically
celebrates college experience
by Kyser Lough

easy they wereT

college life t-x.litor
Between wild parties, classes, dating and oversleeping, it might be difficult to define the average
college experience. But CollegeHumor.com columnist and recent Columbia University graduate Steve
Hofstetter takes a shot in his recent book, "Student
Body Shots: A Sarcastic Look at the Best 4-6 Years
of Your Life."
In "Student Body Shots:" Hofstetter writes
humorously about his college experiences and
observations. From orientation and drinking to dating and graduation. Hofstetter covers all the bases
of what he considers to be the typical college experience.
For instance. Hofstetter writes regarding donnitories, "No matter how many rooms there are and
how many people per room, there is exactly one
person on every floor who listens to crappy music
wuy too loud."
He also addresses midtenns: "Remember
midterms first !iemester freshman year, and how
you thought they were the toughest thing you had
ever faced in your entire life? Now do you see how

If the goal of "Student Body Shots" i~ 10 prove
the college experience is universal, then Hofstetter
has a problem. He may not have written solely of
his own experiences, but many topics in the book
might not apply to everyone.
A good example is Hof~tetter's views on alcohol
and Greek life. Hofstetter writes, "Many people
think that the reason anyone is in Greek life is to
consume alcohol. Untrue - that's the rea~m my one
is in college.''
Hofstetter's views on college may not be universal. but they are funny . Any college student can
relate to some of the book and laugh at the rest
Also, since he graduated just last year, the book is
still fresh.
"Student Body Shots" is definitely a good read.
even if it docs not portray the average college experience. The arrangement of the chapters makes it
easy to read. and it can be put down and picked up
without missing a beat. Hofstetter's witty look at
college is enough 10 make you forget obout the
nasty final on Monday or the 15-page paper due lru;t
week.
Grade: B+

Murray - Take a break from studying Saturday to ride Hardin Southern
Railroad's special Santa Train. The
historic train normally entertains
passengers May through October as
it travels through 18 miles of the
Clarks River Valley, but two special
holiday rides have been planned for
this Saturday and Dec. 14. Reservations are required, so phone (270)
437-4555 for more information and
d ireclions.

•1 hour drive
l:: a Colle gr. Humor com book

amazon.com

- - - - - - - - - - - -I CD Review 1- - - - - - - - - - - I. James Patterson - "Four

Holiday bluegrass album brings '.less love'

2. Bob Woodward - "Bush at

by Michael Driver

War"

!'itaff writer

3. Robert C. Atkins - "Dr.
Atkins' New Diet Revolution"
4. J.K. Rowling - "Harry
Potter and the Prisoner of
Azkaban"
5. J.K. Rowling - "Harry
Potter and the Chamber of
Secrets"
Source: Associated Press

•web site
www.Birtbday Alann.com
Bad with dates? Never forget
another birthday again with this
free service. Input all of your
friends' birthdays and receive email alerts to remind you of the
occasion.

To say Patty Loveless has been
around the country and bluegrass
scene for a while would be an
understatement. Since she started
releasing records 17 years ago,
Loveless has been a prominent
tigure in country music.
Coming off her critically
acclaimed "Mountain Soul"
album released last year. Loveless recently released a holiday
album, "Bluegrass and White
Snow: A Mountain Christmas."
into a field of albums notably
shon of the star-packed seasonal
compact discs that usually fill
shelves.
Still, Loveless' CO makes a
solid impression, and no one is
more qualified to bring a touch
of bluegrass to Christmas music
than Kentucky-born Loveless.

Eight of the songs are wellestablished Christmas songs. A
relatively straightforward interpretation of"Away in a Manger"
starts the album, although LoveJess' voice tends to warble more
than is necessary or desirable.
The musical backup on the
entire album is solid, even
though it is hardly spectacular.
The banjos and fiddles that fill
gaps where Loveless is not
singing are strangely appropriate, whereas they would be awkward in most other conditions.
The rest of the classic songs
are stronger. On "Silent Night,"
Loveless keeps her voice under
control but still manages a very
full sound that works well with
the minimal musical backup.
Her duet with Jon RandaJI on
"Joy to the World'' is1 outstanding. and Randall's harmonies are
strong. However, as good as the

old songs are. there are problems.
Two of the three Lovelesswritten songs are particularly
weak . "Christmas Day ut My
House" is as generic as any bluegrass song ever wriuen and fail s
to demonc;trate the songwriting
ability Loveless has shown on
other records.
As generic as "Christmas Day"
is. it is not as bad as "Santa
Tmin.'' Not only is it contrived,
with a chorus of "llcre it comes,
Santa trajn," but it also is another fundamentally weak song. It
would be a fine song without the
obnoxious chorus and weak
lyrics, but the s lightly aboveaverage bluegrass cannot save it.
The best Loveless -penned
song also is the last track on the
<~I bum. " Biuegmss. White Snow"
is slower than the other new
tracks. but it also has personal

So you crammed all week,
took that last test and collapsed in a tired heap in your
dorm room. Don't let your
weekend suffer. All you need
is semi-reliable transportation, gas money and the sheer,
unadulterated will to have a
good time ...

• around town

Source: Associated Press

Blind Mice"

road trip

lyrics, and Loveless uses her
strong voice to carry the song.
Fans of Loveless or bluegrass
music will likely find "Bluegrass
and White Snow" an appealing
album . If listeners are not fans of
the banjo picking and over-thetop vocals often associated with
country music, then it is probably best to steer clear of this
album .
Still, for fans of the genre in
need of a Christmas CD, there' is
probably not a better choice on
the market, and the tmditional
Christmas songs are as well-done
on this album as on most other
holiday COs.
However, the limited scope of
the album and some unusually
weak songwriting from Loveless
make this release mostly for fans
• •
only.

Paducah - Bundle up this Saturday
evening and head to downtown Pad1ucah for the city's annual Holiday
Parade at 6. This year's theme is "A
Season of Lights," featuring floats,
bands and Santa. Afterward, you
can foUow the city's historic Luminaries Trail to tour historic homes
and galleries. Phone (270) 444-8508
for more information.

• 2 hour drive
Marion - If you are aching to brush
up on your geoscience knowledge,
take a trip to Crittenden County's
Ben E. Clement Mineral Museum to
learn about Marion 's history as the
world's leading fluorite producer
from 1900-1953. Surely Kentucky's
mining history is more important
than that math final , right?

• 3 hour drive
Lexington - Catch Tom Petty and
the Heartbreakers at Rupp Arena in
Lexington tonight. The band takes
the stage at 7:30 and tickets range
from S29.5Q to $55. Phooe (859)
281-6644 for more information.

Grade: U-

Murray State University Students
currently enrolled in:

CIV 101 or CIV 102

World Civilizations & Cultures
Do you have a copy of t:hl!i t:ext:book?

''Home of the special Bean Roll''
unique Mexican Food · Deli sandwiches
cajun specials · salads · soups · BBQ

€J Special Price Lunch Menu

If !iO, you &hould go t:o t:he M!iU
Book!it:ore in t:he Curri!i Cent:er and
exchange it: for a new copy.
•

No refunds or exchanges will be made after •

Friday, December 13, 2002.

DEC. 1 2 TH - Clarence Dobbins Review
DEC. I 9TH - Hoosier Daddy
....._ _If
DEC. 3 t ST - New Year's Eve Party featuring the
Murr-Vegas Allstars - starts at 9:30 p .m.
- - - - - - Must be 21 to stay for the b a n d ! - - - - - -

Corner of 10th & Arcadia· 759-8866
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Holiday feasts stress eating-disorder victims
by Melissa Kilcoyne
staff writer
J\s the holid;•} -.eason approaches, individuals with eating disorders face an extremely try·
inf time
Caryn Gehrke, assbtant director of public
relations for the National Association of
Anorexia Nervosa and Related Eating Disorders (ANRED), !.aid the holiday season poses
difficult challenges for those with eating disorders.
"If you think about it. mo:.t family gatherings
center around eating." Gehrke said.
Gehrie :.aid individuals with eating disorders
should take their respective disorders into
account prior to attending family gatherings.
" It they' re really concerned about food, call
ahead and lind out wha1 will be there," Gehrke
said. ''Also think about what people know about
y(lur disorder.''

To promote awareness of eating disorders,
information has been posted in women':.
restrooms across campus.
Health educator Judy Lyle said eating disorder.- are very serious and difficult to cure.
"This is a Jong-tem1 problem,'' Lyle said.
"It's not something you can tum on and off."
According to the Eating Disorders Association's Web site, eating disorders develop
because of inner emotional or psychological
problems. Eating disorders often become a way
of coping with life's problems for those afflict·
ed with the illnesses.
Gehrke said treatment options depend on the
person.
"Some people call and know what they want
help with," Gehrke said. "Others aren't sure if
they have one, and some even call concerned
about a friend."
The EDA classifies eating disorders into
three categories: anorexia nervosa, bulimia ner-

vosa and binge eating.
Those suffering from anorexia ncrvosa
restrict the amount of food anJ drinks conliUmed until the illness takes control and prevents the individual from malcing rational decisions about food.
When suffering trom bulimia nervo~a. individuals purge their bodies of food after eating
large quantities. Many \UITerers have high·
powered jobs requiring self-assurnnce, according to the EDA. Many who suffer from bulimia
either will or have suffered from anorexia.
Binge eating also is considered a serious eating disorder by the EDA. Binge eaters often eat
uncontrollably without purging themselves.
About 10 pen:ent of these individuals suffer
from obesity.
According to the EDA, although young
women between 15 :10d 25 years old are the
most vulnerable to eating disonlers, tho~e of
other uges and men olso suffer fretJuently.

Approximately 10 pen:ent of those with eating
disorders are men.
According to the EDA. a la<.:k of public
awareness regarding men who suffer from eating disonlcr.- may prevent thc1r problems from
being recognized by professionals.
Eating disorders develop because of a variety
of factors. Lyle said eating disorders often
develop because of a preoccupation with body
image.
"A lot of it has to do with body image and the
emotional stresses," Lyle said "For men, it"s a
body-image issue as well. and sometimes an
emotional issue."
Lyle said many on·campus treatments are
available for those suffering from eating disorders. Individuals may attend counseling, support groups, family therapy and receive nutrition:.ll advice. Medication may abo be needed
to combat diseases caused by the disorder.
There is no quick cure for those afflicted by

eating disonlers, Lyle said.
"Ir's a multidisciplinary action,'' Lyle said.
'They need counseling. They need help from a
physician. It's not something that is easily treated."
Lyle said when students come to Health Services for help with an eating disorder, they are
first referred to a doctor for evaluation. Afterward, the individuals are referred to coun.-;eling.
Lyle also said eating disorders can affect
more than just the person who has the disorder.
"When you have someone with an eating disorder, it affectS not only them but those around
tbem," Lyle said. "If it's a bulimia problem. it
may be affecting the whole hall that they live on
because they would be leaving a mess in the
bathroom."
ANRED provides counseling over the phone,
support groups and treatment centers. ItS hot
line can be phoned at (847) 831 ·3438, and its
Web site is www.anad.com.

Chris Schweizer

KEELHAUL
CHRISTMAS COMES BUT ONCE A YEAR
FOR FOP, THE CAPTAIN, AND SEA DOG
AND SO THEY HAVE A CHRISTMAS FEAST
OF SALTED PORK AND CUPS OF GROG
THEY'Ll REMINISCE OF TREASURE
EITHER BURIED OR ON SHIPS THAT SANK
AND THEY'Ll DECIDE WHETHER SANTA
(THAT STOWAWAYI) SHOULD WALK THE PLANK
THEY'LL BUY A LOT OF PRESENTS
ONE FOR EACH OF THE TWELVE DAYS
AND THEY'LL WISH THEIR MURRAY READERS
THE HAPPIEST OF HOUI:>AYSI

PROFESSOR HOBO
,
YOU CAME TO THE
CHRISTMAS PARTY DRESSED AS
A MENORAH?

WWW.fiiiOIII........_COII
JUSTIN YOUNG AND DAVID ROTHWELL
YOU'RE NOT EVEN JEWISH! AND
SEW EYE REKON EYE CON 9IT
AIN'T IT JUS LIKE YOU PEOPLE.
YOU JUST SET ONE OF SANTA' S
SUM 8A8Y-SITTIN JOBS WILE
NEVUR 6IV A GUY A CHANSE,
REINDEER ON FIRE.
AUL DA PARENTS ARE SHOPPIN.
JUS SASE ON HOW HE LOUKS/
YOU DO REALIZE YOU'RE A
SIX FOOT TALKINS
ALLI9ATOR,RISHT? NO
PARENT WILL LEAVE THEIR
CHILD WITH YOW

SO? I CAN'T CEU:8RATE
MY REliGIOUS BELIEFS?
/

/

------....-----·
/&.,.~~

Sunset Boulevard Music

I

t7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.

Hours: Mon-Sat, 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Phone: 753-0113
~=o
Ju111: 1 Block From M!iU Dorm•
P" .

.......

'1li'
,,.,,..,. ••

1 ·~ GOOII Ta.mls Plltte!e d AegUar f'licaj MeiUlardle ()ty, Ncl Yll1 n~Wit k'f Chr Spall. a.:a.ns cr
•

Oln.l

-------------The 'Essentia[ 'Day Spa
Your

~~ ~~

• .......,......,.

...a
Wedne-..ay
Spaghetti §pedal
S 1.gg

B~~k. !

Expires: 12120/02

with Meat Sauce or Marinara Sauce
- - $1.99 - -

•

970 ChestDat St.
• Murray •

Holiday Gift Certificates Available

7:30 a.m.- 2:30 p.m.

!>OOMo..,Sr>M • 4m1<No!l llohS- • \IOICI>ctmul llowt
IOlN.UmS_ _ _ • 40>....,..St,... OI ,._L_kt

academic colleges.
$~5

prize awarded for
winning essa'15.

Murray • 767-0760
essentialspa@hotmail.com
10% Discount w/ MSU 10

You cmr t•/1- ""'"'you,. bwinUB.

}Jow accepting
entries from All

1311 Johnson Blvd.

mpus

BB&f

Pagliaif Pizza 75~2975

• Massage Therapy
• Body Treatments
• Facials • Sugaring
• Manicures &
Ped icures

WHERE IN MURRAY WILL YOU EAT TODAY?

A good .Ju<»lion. Ill tl.. l..,t aniiiiCr
to a k.t o/ /i/o# tougl.. t qu-'ioru·

- - SPAGHETTI--

• An AVEDA Con ce pt Salo n
......-----'--

t.r!::---.:1~

DINNER SALAD - $1.19
Lunch &Dinner - 11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
SOFT DRINK - $0.79

S i!DO Compact
Off Ang New _ -••
Dl•c •- 1· · ~ ;
Car Stereo Specialist - Cu1tom l,.tallation

I"': ' s

IT HAS LESS TO DO WITH
YOUR LOOICS, AND MORE TO
DO WITH YOU'RE AN ACTUAL
ALLIGATOR!

• MONDil'l•
- Watch Monday l\llght Football
on the big •creen TV
-Appetizer !ipeclai•••• S3.95
- S 1 • 75 Domestic Longneck!i

Applications available in suite ?C of jacultfd
Hall or online (download from
link at r<acerNet).
Deadline is ']anuar'd 24, 2003
Please direct questions to Dr. (Jill ]oreman
762-4549 or bill.foreman@murraystate.edu

• I'IDNIIDi1'1 •
- FREE Appet:lzer Buffet [after g p.m.)
- S 1 • 7 5 Dome!itlc Longneck•

• IHIJIIIDi1'1 •
- FREE Appetizer Buffet (after 9 p.m
- S 1.75 Dome•tlc Longneck!l

Located across frO Ill
Bradley Booksto re

Best Student Essays
Mur r ay State University
2 0 0 3
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Hanging of the Green features elves, stories
by jessica Higdon
st3ff writer
While some students sledded down the
snow-slicked hills in front uf the Curris
Center on Wednesday. inside, choirs were
singing and Christmas lights were twinkling as students, facuhy and community
members celebrated this year's Hanging of
the Green.
The Hanging of the Green has been an
annual event at Murray State for nearly
two decades.
" Hanging of the Green is a tradition that
Murray State University has to kick off the
holiday season and celebration~ :· Jane
Hall, faculty head of Springer/Franklin
C ollege, said. ·:11 is a time for all of the
campu~ and the community to get together
and share in this special time of yeur."
Springer/Franklin College took on the
responsibility of coordinating the event
this year when Lhe Residential College
A ssociation faced difficulties scheduling
the program.
Springer Residential College Council
President Amanda White said she could
not bear to see the tradition come to an
end.
"When I found out that RCA was not
going to host 1t this year, I wanted to do the

program so that the tradition would continue:· White said . "This is a program that
has been going on for many years. and I
would hate to see the students and community in Murray miss this wonderful experience. ... It is a time to be with friends and
family during the holiday season, not only
to begin decorating. but also to carry on the
traditions of the holiday."
T his year. the Hanging of the Green featured live holiday music provided by Voices of Praise and carolers - e'en an appearance by Santa's elves.
Organizers focused more on storytelling
and explanations of holiday traditions than
in past years. Several faculty members and
students read scripts explaining traditions
such as Christmas trees, candy canes and
Santa Claus.
'This year, there was a little more
emphasis on the Christmas tradi tion. In
other years, the event has been focused on
a wider range of holidays," Don Robertson. vice pre~ident of Student Affair:., said.
"But they still were very organized and did
a very good job"
Will O'Nan, sophomore from Henderson, said he enjoyed the storytelling.
"They talked about the history of Lhe
bells and poinsettias, as well as Lhe history
of St. Nick being a Scandinavian who used

to throw bags of gold into people' s houses
in secret.'' O'Nan said . ''It':. a tradition that
always gets me in the Christmas spirit.''
To get people in the Christmas spirit,
Voices of Praise led participants in holiday
songs. Tara Pruitt. senior trom Louis' ille
and member of Voices of Praise, said she
thought this year's Hanging of the Green
was a success.
"(Hanging of the Green) didn' t seem as
long this year. but they still did u good
job," Pruitt said
Hall said she is pleased with the effort
Springer/Franklin residents. as well as others across campus, put forth to make this
year's Hanging of the Green a success.
" I am very pleased. Things went g reat,"
Hall said. "We had a lot of volunteers.
Some people helped serve. some were
actually in the program and everyone wa~>
very receptive."
Hall said she has enjoyed the Hanging o f
the Green for years and believes most of
the community feels the same way.
"One reason we did this this year is
because we think it is a significant part o f
our campus tradition," Hall said.
White said although .she helped plan the
event, this was her first time participating
at Murray State.
"I had been to the Hanging of the Green

Karri WurthrThe News

Members of Voices ofPraise end the Hanging of the Green by singing "Silent
Night." Audience members were encouraged to sing a long with the group.
at my home, but never here at MSU,"
White said. " I loved to :-oee the beautiful
decorations. and it was amazing to me to
see why we have the tr.tditions that we do."
White also snid the Hanging of the

Grec;n signifies more Lhan the beginnmg o f
the holiday season.
Said White: "It is the beginning of the
Chri:itmas season, and it is the sign thnt
Christmas break is only a week awny!"

REDEEM TOUR HOLIDArPLUS
REWARDS NOW THRU DBC. 21d. 2002
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MQD: Nfl, Big Screen, 5-8pm $1 Longnecks

IYc: 5-9pm 75 cent drafts

' - " ' .. G...t s.rn- co nahe , _
DOGBil H OLIDAY PWS IU!WAilDSI

Y{jd: 5-9pm 75 cent drafts
Ihllr: Karaoke & $3.50 pitchers oil do.y

Eri: Karaoke
Sgt: Live

Bands

SUQ: Free Pool, 25 cents off drafts & NFL package
The South's ftnest P•·•mc R1b, hsh L"x Ch1ckcnl

FRESH~_

'FAST ~
FREE
DELIVERY

MARIE
CALLENDER'S

TYSON Family Pak
• o iiELESS S lt/IILESS

I'IJU. UIIE SALE

Get tile

SPLIT
CHICKEN
BREASTS

.....,..... ....

PEPSI COLA
12 PACK

All Varietlea

;

(plaatic gallon)

TYSON Family Pak

Dilt ..... CoffwiM , _
(12-. -•1

4$

753-6656
or•••EnJoy Our All-You-Can-Eat Buffetl

r- -------r--------·
99

2. . $9 : 2_ $1 0":

I
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Enjoy two all-you-can-eat

for

pizza & spagattltunch buffets
,

including drink!

Mon.·Fn.
~
11 a.m.·2p.m. ~
Sat. & Sun.
All Day

....,.good,.,.,....,_.""'
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TROPICANA
PURE PREMIUM
OltANGI ·or·
OltAPifltUIT JUICE
(6A os. c.tn.)

LAY'S
WAVY •Or•
LAY' S
I'OTATO CHIPS
(12.2S OL bog

5$10

KROGER COOKIE
& CRACKER
SNACKS
Select.d Varietleo

for

~~
BABY BACK RIBS
Frozen

(27.2 .... pltg.)

~.
FRUITS

BONELESS
PORK
CHOPS

Selected Varietlea Frozen
(12 to 16 ox. pltg.)

~~

Thick -or· llutterlly Cut

ICEgollon)
CREAM
(half
-tnt•

lb.

FROZEN NOVELTIES
(6 ct. plcg.)

-~799
Ill
-h

.2:5
2 $6
~""'c..~

II

for

~

DRY PASTA
Selected Varieties
(16 O L pkg.)

19 ~
VEGETABLES
s.lectecl Varietiea Fro•en
(14 to 16 Olt. pkg.)

~

LASAGNA

Prozen
(64 ax. plcg.)

RED GLOBE
GRAPES
. . .DH

_c_.gg¢

Ill

eoch

. .,r-3 for~~~
$A

II

== $799
lii1l

~ch
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lb.
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Enjoy two all-you-can-eat I
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sports editor: Chrl~ jung
assistant sports editor: Amanda Let.·
phone: 762-4468

Female golfor
opens door to
integration

by Chris Jung
!iJ>Orls editor

The crowd waited as the coin
spun in the air, kicking off Saturday's tirst-round Division 1AA playoff game between the
Murray State Racers (7-5, 5-1
Ohio Valley Conference) and
Western Kentucky llilltoppers.
With wind speeds between
23 and 25 mph at game time,
the decision of heads or tails
was critical. The Racers lost
the toss and eventually the
game. 59-20.
Faced with blustery condi·
tions. MSU was handcuffed on
offense and soon trailing 24-0
after one quarter of play. The
Racers ended their season
allowing the most points
scored by an opponent this
season and turned the ball over
four times, something they had
not done in their last four
games.
Head Coach Joe Pannunzio,
coaching for the first time in
the playoffs, said he was
pleased with his team's effort,
but disappointed with the
result.
•
..Obviously. it was a disappointing weekend," Pannunzio
said. "We worked so hard to
win a conference championship, and we finally got it,
but we got to the playoffs, and
like many things in life, you
have to experience it once to
really understand what it takes
to be successful."
MSU. which had been averaging more than 200 yards on
the ground this season. was
shut down by a tough WKU
defense. The Hilltoppers held
senior running back Billy
Blanchard, the OVC's top
rusher, to 30 yards on I 4 carries and only allowed 103 total
rushing yanh on the day
Freshman running back Ron
Lane led MSU in rushing with
66 yards on 12 carries.
The MSU kicking game also
faced tough conditions. Senior
punter Brian Bivens, an All-

State
E.lstl•m Illinois
SEMO
E,l'itcrn Kentucky
TennL>ssec TL>ch
TenncsS<'e Stale
Tennessee-Marlin
'OVC ltrx•llr•-S.""'"

5-1
5-1
4·2

7-5
8--l

3·2
2·4
1-5

8-4
5-7
2-10

().6

2-10

0.'"'""'"

8·4

OYC first Team member,
averaged more than 40 yards
this season, but only managed
33.9 yards per kick Saturday,
with his first few kicks traveling less then 25 yards.
''It was a stiff wind whichever (way) you kicked it," Bivens
said. "It was a very frustrating
day for me."
Pannunzio :.aid although the
wind played a role in the game,
he did not think it was completely responsible for the loss.
"It was a factor." Pannunzio
said. "lt was the strongest
wind that I can remember
coaching or playing in, so it
was certainly a factor. But. it
wouldn't have stopped the outcome of lhe game because they
were a better football team
than us. It would've given us
some momentum to have had
the wind to start the game
because I think last week's win
over Eastern Illinois really
took a lot out of our kids emotionally. I think we needed
.something good to happen to
us early in the game against
Western Kentucky, and it
never did."
After the first period. junior
quarterback Stewart Childress
w:1s able to open up his passing game. Childress went L4for-24 for 149 passing yards
and two touchdowns.
"Their (the Hilltoppers')
defense was aggressive," Childress said. "They caused a lot
of problems for us.''
Childress' first touchdown
strike to junior widl· receiver
Oeandre Green was the first
score for the Racers and came
with 12:58 remaining in the
second quarter. Green led all
receivers with 127 receiving
yards.
Five minutes later, poor coverage on a punt return allowed
WKU's Antonio Vcab to set a
Gateway 1-AA playoff record
with an 86-)ard punt return for
a touchdown, putting the Hill toppers aheud 3 1-7.
" I think I may have out-

kicked our coverage,'' Bivens
said. "They had a nice wal1
built up. but we (had) to make
play."
that
The Racers did respond,
however. With 2: 15 remaining
before halftime, Blanchard
scored on a one-yard touchdown run, cutting the WKU
lead to 3l - 14. WKU responded
with a 58-yard run by Jeremi
Johnson on its next possession.
Johnson's run set up a threeyard touchdown run with two
seconds left in the second
quarter. Johnson ran for 160
yards and a touchdown on 12
carries in the game.
Corning out of the locker
room and down 38- 14, the
Racers needed a quick stop on
defense in order to take control
of the game. A four-play, 80·
yard drive in just under two
minutes, however, put WKU
ahead 45-14.
"To our kids ' credit, even
though the !'COre was bad, at no

point did our kids ever quit,"
Pannunzio said. "I thought
they stayed in there and
fought."
Sophomore tight end Jimmy
St. Louis pulled in a one-yard
touchdown catch with 14:17
remaining in the game; it was
the Racers· only score of the
second half. Following the
touchdown, senior kicker
Shane Andrus missed the extra
point, ending his perfect career
record.
Western tacked on two more
touchdowns in the final 10
minutes to complete the rout.
Pannunzio also said he is
excited about the team's
improvements and the next
season.
"I think our fan base and the
excitement around this program really picked up over the
last five or six games, and
that's great to see," Pannunzio
said. "There' s a lot of positives
to tuke from this season, and I

by Amanda Lee
Murray State junior Morgan Hicks definitely shoots like a girl. and the two-time
All-American and winner of the 2000
Junior Olympics in rifle is not ashamed of
that at all.
Hicks, a member of the Murray State
rifle team. was introdlll:cd to the sport by
her father. Shooting is a tradition in Hick's
family. one passed down to her and her
two brothers by her father.
"That helped me because I'm the only
girl in the family." Hicks said. "That was
one of my goals - to always bent the
guys."
Hicks, from Roy, Wash .• has been
achieving that goal since she began competing in rifle at age 12. She has one of the
leading scores in the NCAA and helped
her team to the nation~1l air-rifle championship and a high rank among other colleJenny Hahn/The News
giate rifle teams.
Hicks said her father was her biggest Murray State junior riOc team member Morgan Hicks competes during the
influence.
team's recent match against Alaska-Fairbanks. Hicks shot an aggregate score
"My dad's the one that got me started of 1570 as MSU fell6324-6191 to the defending champion on Nov. 26.
(shooting)," Hicks :-;aid. "He's been the
one that"s been behind me. Both my paring. Tht'n they realize. ami they end up aJ team and hopes to compete in the 2004
ents have been great and supponive.''
or 200H Olympics. She said one benefit of
Hicks says her mother is a "California knowing how to handle it."
Hicks said she has received many hcne- collegiute rifle is her team.
chick" who had never touched a gun.
··we spend a lot of time together outside
"Half my relatives arc vegetarians and lits from the sport, including her education.
''I wouldn't be here at school if it wasn't practice as a team," Hicks said. "We really
hate guns," Hicks said.
" It's hard because our sport is something for the rinc team," Hicks said. "I'd be get along well. Our team is so close - we
that peopll! try to stop. With the Columbine stuck at home in Wao;hington state ut a kini.J of coach each other.''
Head Coach Diana Stone .said the MSU
shooting and stuff. they blamed the community college or something." said
(National Rifle A1osociation)," said Hicks. Hicks, who is a phy!'ical·cducution major. rifle team is a tight grnup of students with
an NRA member herself. "Not all ''I've got the opportunity now to be nt an good talent.
"Everyone's into helping each other,"
teenagers arc terrible with a gun. Some of accrt•dill·d univee;ity. and I'm doing someStone
said. "There's a lot of com~tition
thing
that
I
love
so
much.''
us are aclltally responsible and can handle
Hicks said she also has been abl~ to trav- within the team. They're the best thing for
a weapon properly."
Hicb said gun education is the key to el both in the United States and interna- ea<:h other.''
In addition to bnngmg her a college edusafety, and competitive rifle can actually tionally Ill countrie:-; such us Finl:md and
help younger people. She said it is very Genm111y. making new friends everywhere cation. I licks also said nflto: has taught her
to be more patient.
imJX>rtant to make sure ~ople understand she has been.
··we have to do the same thing - re~
"I have friends all over the nation
\\hat the) are dealing with when they pkk
tiuous
motions - over and over again for
lx.--cause
of
this
sport,"
Hll'ks
sa1d
.
"This
up a gun.
"We have to tell them, 'This is u gun - a ha.., been a great opportunity lor me. and hours on end, and if you don' t have the
patience to stand as still as possible for six
"·capon. People can get hurt,"' Hicks said. I've lx·cn bksscd to be able to du it.
I licks currently compete:-; un the nation- hours in the same spot, it's not for you,"
"They haH: no idea until they start :-;hoot·

OVC Men's
Basketball Standings

OVC Women's
Basketball Standings
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Murray State senior wide receiver Deandrc Green stretches tbe ball past the goal line for the
Racers' first touchdown of the game during MSU's 59-20 loss Saturday to Western Kentucky.
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even think the loss on Saturday
will help us because it allowed
our coaches and our players
and everyone involved with
our program to ~ee just how far
we still have to go to be at the
point where we can advance in
the playoffs.''
Pannunzio also said he got
some advice prior to the game
from Westem Kentucky Head
Coach Jack Harbaugh.
"One thing that Harbaugh
told me before the game, he
said, 'You'll be amazed at how
much getting in the playoffs
will help in recruiting,' and I
hope that's true," Pannunzio
said. " I feel like we've done a
good job of recruiting since
I've been here, so if it helps us
a little bit, that would be great.
If we can make the same
improvement from now until
next year that we made from
last year until now, we'll have
pretty darn good football team
nelCt season.''

Rifle's Hicks shoots her way ahead of n1ale contenders

Amwula Lee i.\ ani.\tant V'orts editor for
"The Murray Start• New:.."

Final OVC Football
Standings
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Racers' season ends after 59-20 loss

Get out your mittens. folks. because hell
has frozen over.
A woman, 36-year-old Suzy Whaley, has
qualified for next year's Greater Hartford
Open. Whaley is the first woman ever to
qualify for a PGA tour event.
Whaley first had to qualify by winning the
PGA Connecticut Section Championship m
September. Apparently, it took Whaley a
while to decide whether or not she would
take on the challenge of playing against the
professional men.
The Greater Hartford Open will be next
:-;ummer, and Whaley will have to play off
the men's tees with the majority of the cameras on her. That's where my problem is.
As fnr as the qualification, I commend
Whaley. What I want to know is, why has
this taken so long?
I think more compeSports Talk titions should be held
between men and
women in sports. I'm
not saying the NBA
and WNBA should be
integrated, or that NFL
teams should be 50percent female. But if,
in fun. some great
male athletes took on
some great female uthletes, the world of
sports could get really
interesting.
Women have been
work1ng for a long
time to level the playAmanda
ing field in sports. I'd
Lee
just like to see some
public challenges tak"Women have ing place.
been working l would be willing to
bet the Williams sisfor a long time ters could make
to level the almost any male tennis
player feel a tittle less
playing field in manly, and the womsports."
en's U.S. soccer team
could hold its own
with the guys. Still, I
recognize the need for
separate
sports
leagues.
Every once in a while
though, just to mix things up a little, let's pit
Lba Leslie against Kobe Bryant for a friendly game of one-on-one. I would love to see
some great matchups between hardworking
athletes,
Some of this already takes place. In rifle.
for example, Murray State's Morgan Hicks
consistently outscores all those men with
guns. She said she like!> the competition and
works harder to beat out the guys.
MSU tennis player Cheryl Graham would
probably excel if given the chance to compete in match~:s again~t collegiate-level men.
While I'm sure most females practice
aga1nst their male counh:rparts, I'd like the
competitions to be more public and frequent.
With Whaley breaking into the sacred
realm of the PGA . it seems as if anything is
possible. Tht: headline in ''The New York
Times" read, "Woman will play Hartford
PGA Tournament." This is obviously a big
deal, a history-making endeavor
Whaley made the decision to advance the
efforts of female golfers in the media and
with fans. That's great. But take it a (lessserious) .step or two further. and you've
hooked me.
Imagine a world where boys and girls play
together in harmony. a society where a
woman on the PGA tour makes headlines
only because sne wins, and Whaley is known
for her accomplishments rather than her gender. Now. remove the nuff and consider
what the reality could be: ama1.ing mhletes
playing other amazing athletes.
If you've ever played a sport. you know
you get bener by competing against those
who are better than you. By only competing
against players of the same sex, some spor1s
figures are mis~1ng out on the opportunity to
.see where they stand overall.
I think that ever ~o often. we 5hould brenk
down those sex barriers that cxi1.t in sports
and just let everybody play on the saml' field
and ~ec who's really the king or queen of the
mountain .
I wish Whaley. and all the other golfers,
tht· best of luck in the Greater Hartford
Open. She's a great golfer with a great challenge ahead of her. Maybe next time she'll
be joined b) a few other women on the
course.

~
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Hicks said.
Being on the team at Murray State has
probably helped her mental game the most,
Hicks said.
''lr"s a tough sport," Hicks said. "A lot of
it's mental. We have to do a lot of imagery,
a lot of relaxation techniques and stuff."
Stone agreed.
"She came in with a great deal of talent,
and she's definitely honed (her skills),"
Stone said. "Being at MSU pushcs her to
be her best."
Stone said Murray Stnte· s recent loss to
Alaska-Fairbanks will help Hicks and her
teammates focus on what they need lo do
to improve and come out on top.
Alaska-Fairbanks traveled to Murray on
Nov. 26 and outscored MSU 6324-6191.
Hicks led her team in both air rifle and
small bore with scores of 393 and 1177.
respectively, for an aggregate score of
1570 of a possible 1600.
"Alaska - they're a great school.
They've got great shooters," said Hicks,
who competed despite an illness.
"Alaska's a tough team, and we knew that
going in. Coming off of it, we're not devastated. If anything, it just pushes us to do
more."
Murray State will need to keep pushing
to reach its goal of the NCAA title.
"We know it's possible. so we're going
to try our hardest," Hicks said.
As for individual goals, Hicks said she
would like to be a four-time All-American
and coach at the collegiate level.
"All around, she's just a wonderful ath·
Jete," Stone said. "She would be such an
outstanding coach. 1 would love to see her
do it.''
Though Murray State's fall season
ended with the Alaska-Fairbanks match,
l licks and the other shooters will keep
pr.tctidng several hours each day.
Hicks said she also will continue to
deflect the Mrangc reactions she gets when
people find out she can shoot a gun.
"They aren't really used to having girls
shoot guns," Htcks said. "A lot of people
are like, 'You shoot guns'!' and I tell them,
•Yeah. I really do."'
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Now that volleyball is over, I have had
a little time to reflect on this past season
- time to think about what was good
and what was bad. As a coach, I often
look back to see what worked and did
not work with my team. Hopefully, this
in forma tion will lead me closer and
closer to the goals I have set for myself
and this progmm.
I have always believed that, win or
lose, you can gain valuable information
from every situation. Losing, as well ns
winning, always helped me become a
better athlete. When I first started playing volleyball, I lost often. But some
traits, such as working through ,ldversity, never giving up, working harder
than opponents and l<.•arning from mistakes, were instilled in me by my parents and helpeJ me grow, learn and
continue to g\!t better ns a player, coach
and person.
I d on't think these traits are necessarily confined to the realms of coaching or
athletics; they can be applied by everyone on n daily basis. I hope my athletes
can take these little words of wisdom
and not only bigin applying them to
their new careers, but to their personal
lives as well.
I want to wish the tiCniors - Chrissy,
Sara, Lindy, Traci, Eleanor and Meesathe best of luck in their endeavors
beyond college. l hope you have learned
about more thnn just the wins and losses of our pasl seasons; I hope you have
learned about the game of life!
Sincerely,

Eight players named to
AII-OVC football team
Eight Murray State Racers were
selected for the 2002 All-Ohio Val·
ley Conference Team, chosm by
head coach~ and sports·infMmation directoT$, after winning the
OVC Championship on Nov. 23.
Murray State defeatt'<.i Eastern
Illinois 37-35 in the championship
game.
Senior mnning back Billy Blan·
chard, junior wide riXcivcr Dean·
dre Green, senior tackle Clint
Parker, senior kil:kt.•r Shane
Andrus and senior punter Brian
Bivens w~re all named to the AllOVC FIJ'Sl Team.
This was the second time
Andrus and Bi\·cns were named
to the All-OVC First Team, and
both were unanimous selections.
Senior
linebacker
B(lbby
Sanders, senior defensive back
Mandrell Ml.""Grl.-gory and sophomore defensive back Demetrick
Westbrook were honored o n the
All-OVC Second Team.
Senior center josh Foster ,,nd
senior offensive tackle jen·my
Goodman earned All-OVC J lonorable Mention.
Racer Head Coach Joe Pannun·
zio was one of 16 DivLo;ion I-AA
coaches nominatt.>d for the Edd ie
Robinson Award. Pannunzio is
the first MSU 00c1ch to be nominated since Houston Nutt won
the award in 1995.

Wong makes AII-OVC
Tournament Team
Murray State volleyball's fn.'Shman setter Nikki Wong was
named to the All-OVC ToumamentTeam.
Wong averaged 11.22 ,1ssists,
0.89 blocks a nd 2.22 digs per
game in the OVC Toumanwnt as
Murray State ended its season
w ith a loss to Tt!nncssl't..'-Martin in
the semifinals of the toumilment.
The RaceT$ finishL>d the 2002
season with a record uf 12·12.

Trumblee earns OVO
basketball honors
Freshman baskctb,11l player
Lori Trumblee was named OVC

Ntw.25
Murray St. 86
SIU-Edwardmlle 58

Fisk 69

Tennessee-Martin 77
Missouri Valley 58
Tennessee Tech 99
Milligan 67

Alumni, students and fans
from Christian and Trigg counties will be honored Saturday
night at the men's basketball
game against Western Kentucky.
More than 1,639 Murray State
alumni live in Christian and
Trigg counties, and 652 current
stud ents t~rc from those counties.
Murray State will honor Christian and Trigg county rL>sidents
with reduced admission pr ices
for the g;1mc.
Residents of lhe counties may
present their dri vers licenses at
the admissions gate to receive
u pper-level general-admission
tickets for $3 each or lower-level
general-admission tickets for $7
each .

Nor. 30
Missouri 81
Austin Peay 46
IPFW 76
Eastern Ky. 69

Morehead St. 100
Asbury 54

Iowa 84
Tennessee St. 51
Eastern Illinois 94

Evansville 89

Baseball team to hold
December camps at RSEC
Murray State oaseball coaches
and players will hold the annual
December baseball camps at the
Regional Special Events Center.

Tish Lyte
Eric Morski
Jennifer Payne
Sarah Powell
Tiffany Prater
Nick Rexing
Christina Simms
Josh Smith
Josh Smith
Karen Stolt
Kelly Swartz
Stan Torzewski
Tim Travis
Cassie Wells
•
Courtney Wilson
Amber Wray

.I

""._

Women's Basketba"

Craft signs letter-of-intent
for MSU men's golf team
Tilghman High School senior
Michael C raft signed his letterof-intent for the Murray State
men's golf team Nov. 19.
Th~ University of Kentucky
and the University of Louisvillt•
also W<!re recruiting Craft.
Craft p lilced sixth in the state
tou rnament in October and was a
member of the 2000 state champio nsh ip team a t Tilghman.

..

Tennessee St. 65

Racer basketball hosts
County Night on Saturday

Congratulations to
the new 2003
Summer Orientation
Counselors!
Erica Baker
Eric Buchner
Ernest Camel
Amanda Carter.
John Coomes
Jenny Drake
Nola Goehman
Kaci Greer
Michelle Hastings
Amy Hille
Richa Hobbs
Michelle Houser
Dawn Johnson
Drew Lacey
Annie ·Lawson
lan Linenfelser

OVC Action

Freshman of the Week, the first
honor for a Murray State basketball p layer this season.
Trumblee averaged 22 points
,1nd 7.5 rebounds in the Fresno
State Classic last weekend in California. Trumbk>e was namt.'<i to
the All-Fresno Sta te Oassic Team
and scored 32 points to set a tou r·
nam ent single·game record.
The women's baskt•tball team
plays its c;eason home-opener a t
4:30 p.m. Saturday against Jack~on State in the Regiona l Speci.ll
Events Center.

NtW. 29
San Diego SL 59
Mumy St. 54
WGB74
sot049

Murray State senior forward Antionc 'Whelchel attempts a layup
Nov. 25 as the Racers defeat SIU·£dwards-ville 86-58. MSlJ will
face Western Kentucky on Saturday at 7 p.m. in RSM ...

Memphis92

TetllilCISMe St. 71
Eastent Illinois 77

who attend :111 thn'e l'Cilllps will
receive a discountl·d rate of $150
for all sessions.
For more mfmmation or ll'
request a regic;trnlion form lor
the bascbaJI {.amps, contad (270)
7624892 during (~ IJmc ho urs
or (270} 76'7-9527 at ntght.

Thl' pitching and catching
cnmpwill be Dec. 21 , the fielding
c.1mp will be Dec. 26 and the hitting cmnp will be Dec. 27-28.
Campers ranging from 8·ycarolds to 12th gr.lders will a"Ceivc
jndividual instruction, ns well as
a camp 1~hirt.
The camps cost $45 per session,
and the two-day hitting camp
costs $85 per session. Campers

. \ :-.
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Nov. 30
Southern .... 70
TeftllUIU Tech 66
Mumy St. 73
Butter 59
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At Quizno's, we toast our
subs to enhance the flavor.
But our perfectly toa sted subs already
"'
have a head start at great taste because of
our ingredients 100% r eal dairy-made
cheese, real Italian meats , real turkey breast
and real Black Angus top round, sliced fresh
daily and stacked on our famous baguette·
style bread. Our fearless predi ction: we think
you're going to be rea lly h a ppy here.

.'
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Racer basketball fails first test, falls 85-56
by Seth Combs
st:tff writer

The Murray State men's basketball team suffered it~ first M:tback of the season Tuesday night at Southern Ulinois. The Racers fell 85-56 to a strong SIU squad after an early 26-0 run by
the Salukis.
The Salukis (3.0). coming off a Sweet-16 appearance in last
year's NCAA Tournament, stiOed the Racer offense all night.
MSU (2-1) managed only 8-of-31 shots from the field in the lirst
half and 11-of-31 in the second. For the game. the Racers managed 19-of-62 from the field nnd 27 percent from 3-point range.
SIU fared better, shooting 33-of-69 from the field and hiuing 38
percent from behind the arc.
"This is a very ilisappointing perfom1ance for our basketball
team." Head Coach Tevester Anderson .said. "We knew this was
going to be a tough test, and we knew this game would reveal a
lot about our team. Unfortunately, we didn't meet the challenge
presented by a very good Southern Illinois basketball team."
With 8:53 left in the first half, Saluki Josh WlllTCn scored on
a shon jumper to put the score at 25- I8. The Salukis then went
on an impressive 26-0 run. Murray Stare's Kcvm Paschel ended
the run by hitting two free throws with 39 seconds remaining
before the break. The h:ilf ended with a score of 49-22 after a
jump shot from junior guard Rick Jones.
Anderson said he was not happy about the team's performance during the scoreless stretch.
"We really missed some easy ~hots during that stretch,"
Anderson .said. "But that wasn 'I our only pn1blem. Our defen.o;e
wasn't doing a very good job, and we couldn't l.core. and when

that happens, especially on the road at a tough place like this, it's
going to lead to some very bad results."
The Salukis held off the Racers for the remainder of the game.
ending the second half with a score of 85-56.
The Racers were led by four double-digit scorers. Senior forward Antione Whelchel led the group with 13 points and nine
rebounds. Senior center James Singleton finished with 1I points
and 17 rebounds. and junior guards Chris Shumate and Rkk
Jones managed II points apiece.
The Salukis had five players fmisb in double figures, led by
Jermaine Dearman with 19 points.
The defeat was the woot for the Racers since a 36-pointloss
to St. Louis on Dec. 28, 1992. but Anderson said he is optimistic
aboutth~ remaining season.
"Hopefully, we'llleam fmm this and become a better basketballteam," Anderson said. '1llere is a lesson to be gained from
this kind of game. nnd I hope our players will learn and improve
on this."
Singleton also said the team plans to rebound from the loss.
'There wasn't enough focus." said Singleton. "We have to
come into our next game more focused There's no fading back:
we have to come back even <;tronger."
The Racers' next contest is against We~tcm Kentucky at 7
p.m. Saturday at the Regional Special EvenL'i Center.
Jenny Hahn/The News

(Left) Mur ray State senior center James Singleton
slams the ball for two of his I I points. (Right)
J unior guard Chris Shumate fights through SI U
defenders for two of his 13 points in the MSU loss.
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Enjoy Happy Hour
Mon.- Thurs.
3-8 p.m.

KIDian's Irish Red
Newcastle

$8

ON TAP

00

-

pitcher

KARAOKE ON THURSDAYS!
Sat. 1

Dec~

NIGHT FISH
( 110 CO,v!e r)
13 miles south of Murray on Hwy. 121
near Paris Landing • 731 - 232-8323

I

L

WITH COUPON ONLY

1530 N. 121 By-Pass • Murray
(West of Ryan's)

716 N. 12th St.
767..()()26

Wednelday
Spaghetti §pedal

El Tequila!
Great Drinks. Great food, and Great
Prices wid\

FREE Glass of 1
I House Margarita I
I with purchase of I
$1 0 Dinner or more

"Your Car's Gonna Love Ya!"

Spring semester starts January 13, 2003!

r----, ,r ----,

1

• 5 Self-Serve Bays
• Credit Card Access
on Automatic Washers
• Quality Above All

7th

Finish up this year and start
the NEW YEAR at

(Does not mdude da•ly special)

Touch less Automatic
with Spot-Free R ~inse

s 1.99

- - SPAGHETTI-with Meat Sauce or Marinara Sauce
-

-

-$1.99 - - -

DINNER SALAD - $ 1.19,
Lunch & Dinner- ll a.m. - 9 p.m.
SOFT DRINK - $0 .79

1Kids eat for only 99¢1

970 Chestnut St.

I from the kid's menu I
I Ages 12 and under I
I I
I
EXP. -30-03

• Muuay •

Pagliaif Pizza

753·2975

WITH COUPON ONLY

EXP 1-30-03
__
_ _ _JL. _ _ _ _ _J
I

$48 for one hoUI'
aeaalon
~for aa appolntaeat

fl'ue. · Sat.)

~ off

A n on c a mpus job!
M a ke y our own s che dule!
No experie n ce n eeded!
Apply at 111e Murray State News
l st floor Wil::.on Hall

00~~~

on selected

200/o Discount

Taunmc

Lotiou

f'ol- MSU Btudents or
Sorority Gtrl&

~~~1:1

We also have the

New

.Air Brush Tanning
by Healthy Tan.

*2411 for ltt &e~.mnl
(Reg. $350Jl)
C.U for an appointment

Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 FREE
with MSU ~D.
Located inside
Wai-Mart.
C2002 Bloclcbuster Inc.

•

sports
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Classifieds
FOR

SALE

19')!1 Ch,~y Malibu, •t door,
753-'1549

~3500.

BUlU>ING SALFL.kock llauom
Pn~t.'SI" Go M•.mufJaurer l>ll\."CC and
~.ave
20x24 $1,200.00
25x30
$3,200.00. ~40 S4,500.00. 32x44
S5.1.l00.00. 35x')() S6,200.00. Othc~. I·
~S422. P•ont-er!slncc 191l0.
CHRJ~TMAS SPI'.<lAL FREr VaC'.1llun
<ki·A·\\'ay WhUe :.upphc:; Ia.'! \lllth
purdw.o;e of \l'oliT TurtniO!! lied. P3r·
mems from S2~/month. Free Color
Cat:1log l R()().7fll·'ll73 www npc:t
:.tan.com

TRAVEL
l'"1rly Spnng Hn:;~k Spcd•h' Cun< 1111 &
Julcli•.•, frwn ~42'JI Fn·<· llre:1kiN,
t>inoer!l ,'{ Dnnkw i\warJ Winrung
Company! Group L<•.tden. l'r~d Hond,l
Vac:•tion;, fmm ;) 14Y' 1-J'ringhn.·.•ktrav

d ~l'nl I R()().(i7A·MM
P.arly Spccl.tk !'prin~: ]lr~k 1\JhauJa•
l'~ny Cnll.;e! <; !J~y;, $2'}')! Include•

~k:ils,

l';nt,es' Au·csnme lkafhes,
• ·;ghrW'r.• J l<'J1arts Irom n,,ud.t 1 Get
Group-Go Fn:ct ~pnngbreakrrJ•·cl cvm
1~71U>;ill6
..-'f.

•1 Spring Break Vacu10nsl <".anrun,
jamak-.1. AC3rulco, 133hamai, Mazal·
l;~n, f1oriili, ~Padre I lOX. Se& Prices!
lk10k Now & get Free P:m= & Melllsl
Group Di'<Ullnt:>. Now Hiring Cam~
Reps! 1.000.234·7007 endk""wmrner·
rours.com
... ACT NOW' Guarantee the be't
5pnng brea.k prices' South Padre, Canam, J;unaoca, Hahanu.>, Ac:~pulco,
f1onti3 & Mardi gra...;. TRA\'EL FREF.,
Reps Needed. EARl"-l S$:S$ Group D~
counrs for 6+. 1-s&l-THII.,iK.sUN 0·

888·M·l·6S71l dept . 2626)./o,•ww ~prtng·
breakdi.'ICOUntS.t.'Onl
Spring nreak Panama Cirr from S1'79!
\Vc:'rc: rhr. onl)· l·ompany wirh mom~ :u
rh.: li<Jardw,olk, ~o hook li<X>n! Hohc.by
Inn, SIHt.,pro:e fmm ~219! 6 Fret> Plrtio:~
,'l( Fn·o: Dnnksl www... pnngbro:~krr;t\•
c~., L'lll

I-Hoo-ii78-63ti6

BELP WANTED
Dactcnd.lns Tra.lnecs Needed, S250 :•
dJ)' f'Oit.'nlial. Loc-.tl P<)Silions, I•R(().

293-.3Y85 <:XI IM
NOW t DRlNG :UICII eqmp.my ~j.
Hon, in .\lurrar :1nd ~urrounc.ling .Irea,.
11t.:se pos~ion' .Ire full ume ~r.. ninl!

W'll ARE EXl'ANl>ING OUR SALES
fORCE. We offer, A n:.rion21ly advcl"
ti'>Cd hr:11hh produCt, that L~ a house
hold lktnlc'. N~tion~llv ac.lveniscd 1' \',
Ll:a<b. 15 confll'llK:d kads, 1'0 \l'eck·
end:., Health lnwrana:, F.oun $aD0$1 ,200/week juS! like KenT did. Ht>
did: 9 demos x S50 per demo
b-o~.-~e- $450, ~ ~Jiles 2 Odoverle ...1com·
mto;slon e..m!;!(!-$650 Tocalmg•SI,IOO.
SI,IOO-jll.~t by following our proYen
system. If you an: looking for a Clln:et
all 24-7 for auuiuonal information 0

I R77·39l-'i900.

Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1 .000·$2,000 this semes·
ter with a proven Campus·
Fundralser 3 hour fundralslng
event. Our programs make
fundraising easy with no risks.
Fundraislng dates are filling
quickly, so get with the program!
It works. Contact Campus·
Fundralser at (888) 923·3238, or
visit www.campusfundraiser.com

sal;uy >350.00 per wt>ek. Call roll free
for intt'I'View J-11{>6-3S2-'IR49.

SALES-Sales M.anlgt·r,·Ont: of th~
hi$:11es1 paid job$ m America Highly
MJCCe"ful national company, wtll
rr~•n. We provide appointments. Call
Don 1·800-322-4103. VEIUCOMM
COR!',
URJVF.R-~ freight demand in the
f~N h:llf oi 2003! Ownrr/OfX"r.nors,
Campan)' Ori\'t'l"i. Tractor purch.'k<oc
available. Cla5.o. A COL, 1 year Ont

H00-7RIH.3S7. wv.1w land;~ir rom
J)RJVER.~TRACTOR TRAllF.R •New
Model Conventional Tracro~ •QuaJtty
Home Time •full Benefits •l!eRional &
Ol'H 1'05UK>ns. ;..10 STIJI>F.JIITS, ARC·
TIC F.xPIU'.').'>, Hllhard, 01! 43026 1~
~927.{)431. \\WW

aKticexprcss mnl

$J7 fur I·YF.AU F.XI'FRIE.'I;Cf~ ~·ou
Je:.erve this much. PLUS HOM~;rtMF.!
More ex[1<'rien{e mc::;m' more ray! ll
mOO>. OTI~ required Ht'al11:md E.~rn:Ji.~
I·H00-441-49'\)
www bt'arr1amlex·
pre~s.t'll lll

DIUVFR·Up I<> $2500 ,~iAn-On llonl!Sl
Flarhed, Company. ~J-o: hm·ha~ ,"(
Ownt:r O per:tll>r. Grt>;JI !'.ty, ll<•n11:;,
lll!lllrJn <'<', 401J(, Good Ho•nctunt" ,'1:
M Uc.~l lloyd Tlrt>~<! 800-Hl·M23
AlTl'.NTIO:o..; DRIVF.R~' $500.00 llirong
Bonus for Krnn•dw C.IJ L Tr:unn-:.!
Gt~ Prdlirt'd in orlly '" o-huun. and
tramed in rwp wt'ek! $900.00 \Veekl)'
Plu.-. l!cne.firs! HOH!0}-..!9')1

COMR 1-101\ffi TO CFI·CFI IS now Hit•
mg ComfY.Iny "Owner OperatOtS •singles ttnd Tt':Jms "lrxtd• "'ith mlltos
aVllilable unrnc:diately! A-k abuut our
spcmcc-tra!nirtft program Call l.SOO.
Cfi·DIU\'E WW\\',cfldrive com
DRIVE'IL CON'ffiAClORS iU1d C0\1I'ANY DRIVI'.RS. L'p 10 52,000 Sogning
llonu:;. l'lcnry of Moles G!t".U P.o&y and
J'lcnef.rs. One Year OTR and U>L·A
Rcqutred W\\'W roheNOnclri\'~rs.com

SCi0--'173--5581
DRIVERS 1\e:..l l'l:nbed Poy Package
Around! Cotnp<~n)' orh crs up ro 4lC
pc:r mile Owner Opcr.nors Welcome!
T:mdem Tr.tnsport
S()(l.<;SJ ·9057
l'.-u.140 www.r:rnd cum
NF!P.I >ED• 100 I>ow~r Trainees fur
Olllll~di~tc: (Oil Of><:lllng~. l.t!l }'OUr
CDL', In l 'i d.1ys. Nc~ mm1ey down ,

e:.n 1 P.n-'27·t 7H!l3.

llRI\ l'll·f'l.uhcd <'Xpcril'n~t· ·' plus.
P~ir, !lom~t Tn:liiJIH:ou 1'..\t'<dlt-nr l'o~y
I'Ll'S J\octt •~. lkndirs l'.td•Wj-1<.' 1 Go ...at
Home llonc, fo'loltbcu Tnining Av~tl. 3
ll1~1llllt~ l'Ult> cxpcdencc rcquil'cd. 8(.1().
441-40!71 cxt.•lrrtJ<;.
lllUVJ'R·l.OVRNANT TRANSI'Of{T.
llinn~t

l'.xrwri.:nl'<'d Tc;lln~. S<•l~ nnd

Tmim·rs. 1 J 0 SollJI;<"I't·am~ 8Jf We
are 1nnktnt; ror expcrx:nccd teams 10
nrn priority dJ.'<patch. C:.lll l·l®l·
MOIU'·PAY {l-81l8 ({,7 3729J

DRIVERS:

Da~·

16

CDI.

TrainingFruttioq Rcombursemem Ql'
Schotlr,hip.' A\"Jilahle ro qualiflt>d
npphc:-..uu,.lfrl."e joh plaren~nt a...-stS·

r.;uxc for Expericnoed & Inexpert·
t'ncedl 1~244-.3644
DRIVERS! An: You Lookmg for StabU
uy' •&sJl<!ct & lntt>griry! •friday pay
day~ •Famil}' \'oirenutl• •Consistt;flt
Miles! 'In-Cab E-nutl •oi()IK f'L:In• 2
hour
Procc:,,ing'
80Q.74S.9670
'''WW,t'Ofllinentalx.com
DRJ\IERS PRt\tF., INC US larg~M
Refrigerated Clt~r h:t.5 on the I'O:ld
paid tratni.ng, For Cl>l. & Non.C[)I. Snt·
dents!! Train ro IIC<ume-0 '0 or Co
Driver HJ77·1'Rl~I!;JOH {lf77-774·
63<;6) W\V\~ pnm,-.n,· com.
EPES TRA!'ISPORT, A R<><:k :>oltd com
pany, need< Cmnp:my Dnvelli and
Ownt>r OP<'rarors to ,·ontmuc gtf"' In~
llotne w~keruls, :-1<1 N\'G or C;uud.t
2 ycar.o. OTR rt:<.jltired H~-462-NO..!
H00 · 9 4 i l · t i 7 ( i f i
WVI,W,t'flC~ltllllSfl<'orl

,C • )Ill

OTK TllUVI'R.'i-M;tlnly Midwe'liSOuth·
c;~>L'Sourh , So llnluading. Nil New

Yt>rk Grv. WI<.' •node! (oJIWc;rll•on:tl
t:ondcl'.,, 2)'t!;Jf':> OTH with ham~at Pa)
~II onUt'-!1 l!OCI-R'J6·1'111R ll AM· ~ I'M
CI>T. Om:.iu, Nil
Luoking for someone to lure' Ach'I:!IN·
in ~14mll' Slaw 1\cu~ cb,.,Jf..-ds

J)IUVf;,kS·USA Tntc:k, ll stable rocnpa·
ny 900<1 no touch, L'lte model a.-.sJgO.
cunv·~. Mo~ mUc:s. more money. No
experience? Tuiuon rdmbursemc:ru

11\'0iilable 800-237-4642

REAL ESTATE
U\KP. I.IAR(.;AJ!"J $24,900. Prec: awered
boat ~hp' (.ienrly slopmg lake VIC"\\' par·
ttl w rucc: ntLx of low roUing 111C3~~
& trees Abuts n:ulonal foreo:t on .35.000
u<:rc: reC'l'e3ttOn:ll IJk~ In Tenn. PH~d
rt>;td1, 'Miter, ~wcr more. t:.xrdleru
firUIXtng. c"~11l now 1-800-i04·3154,
t'.'lt ~8

LAKE HI'HRINGTON, KY ·t.Tkdroru
Lot: tlooue J. ac:sJ.$119,900 NE\\'1 IHOO
11<1 ft log h••IIJC:, wr~p.oround de<·k,
htogc '""11 In" s to t'IIIOY Ull' R•Jrgeous
vrew~. ~ncl IHO ft. of doc-k:ohle l.oke·
fronr l'ave<l rll,ltlo;, u/p: uttlotlc.:,, wato:r.
Cullnr"v' (II!KH 7.70-'J;H I t'XI. !:109.
LAKI. t<)(. ll0\1E "i ALTt'N'SS9,900
:-ww·• 125(1 sq fr lo8 home packJge
on w.ke Cumberland. KY p:orl'eous
t;t•trtng, j::rc:at VtL'WS, h:udwoud\, ldke
<JCCC.<oS, p;11 ed ro:td5, u/1( utillliCS,
Wa!<'r, nn:m<".-ng. Call Toll Free (l-l(>6)

"'70-?311

Cl(t,

t!7Ci

C.lo~.<~lfJC:d tdvcrti'ling
lor nur no.1 l~ue i~

Mlrlail

4

fl m,

f~dltnt'

J.an IS,

lQ03

~

Advertising Works. Try it!
Local rate: $5.40 per column inch
(frequency and campus discounts are available)
Deadlines
Space reservation - noon Monday
Ad copy - noon Monday

tl1c

murray
~state
news

Classified Rates: 25¢ per word for the first 20 words,
20¢ each additional word, Minimum Charge $1

Classifieds deadline: 3 p.m. Wednesday

111 Wilson Hall

Payment is due when the classified ad is placed.

Mu1roy, KY 42071

For more information ca ll (270) 762-4478

DEBBIE & COMPANY
HAIR SALON
Do you want yottr deposit
from your landlotd?
20% dl-.co unt on all your paint and
supplies.

I

- - Sh op pes of Murray - - 1

I

~--------------------------~

·-·· -·-·

ManY of YOUr favorite classics & new releases!
The best selection of PS2. Garnecobe & XBOX tames in town.

114 N. 12th St.

CICFelltiS8cMMCalerJ

153·1610

Holiday gift certificates
available!
Open Mon.-Sat.

Look for The Murray State News next
semester starting January 17!

r5o1~-------~~-:;;

University Store
Bring This Coupon To The University Bookstore
For a 5% DISCOUNT on
Your Spring 2003 PREPACKAGED TEXTBOOKS.

We apprectate your
good will and wish
~·ou 3 wonderiuJ holidav
'season fiUed with much

harmony and JOy.

Xew Bife

To be eligible for the 5% textbook discount we must receive your Prepackage
Textbook order form and a copy of your Spring 2003 class schedule, along with
this coupon on or before Friday, Dec. 20, 2002. Your Prepackaged Textbook
orders will be ready for pickup on Friday, Jan. 10, 2003.

CJlris!J'an
.'73oobslore
5th& M ain
Cou rt Square • Murray
753-1622

5 Oj0

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE• 2NDFLOOR • CURRIS CENTER

5 o/o

~--------------------------~

715 s. 12th

753·1181

•

VISA

..

I

~

new-s
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Flynn:
Murray State community, administration mourn loss of co-worker, friend
From Page 1
Kansas, Professional Achievement
Award for the Kansas School Public
Relations Association and Kansas
Administrator of the Year.
While at Murray State, Flynn
received the International Student
Organit.ation Professor of the Year
Award in 2002.
Beth Murphy, an international student adviser with the Murray State
International Student Office, said
Flynn was passionate about the needs
of international students at Murray
State and recognized by the students

for her dedication.
"'They nominated and voted to have
her recognized as ISO Professor of the
Year," Murphy s:~id. "She was thriUed
when she got the award."
Murphy said Flynn was a great
force in pushing international-student
presence forward at Murray State.
"She regarded them as an a~;set to
Murray and wao,; very concerned about
their progress here at the University,"
Murphy said. "She was extremely
international-student oriented."
Flynn was a member of the Ameri-

NIEON

can Association of School Adminis·
trators: Phi Delta Kappa; coordinator
of the Murray State University/Uni·
versity of Memphis Joint Doctoral
Program: director of the Center for
Leadership and Policy-Development
at Murray State; and coordinator of the
Oxford lntemational Round Table for
Superintendency and Principalship.
She also was a United Way volunteer and involved with the American
Cancer Society.
University President F. King
Alexander and Gary Brockway.

provost and vice president of acade·
mics, issued a statement praising
f-lynn's work at the University.
"We are deeply sOOdened by the
loss of our good friend and colleague
Dr. Sandi Flynn who passed away over
the Thanksgiving holiday while visit·
ing family and friends in Manhattan,"
the statement said. "Sandi loved teaching and was greatly admired by her
students."
Alexander and Brockway said Flynn
took a major leadership role in Murray
State's SACS accreditation effon.

"We wiU miss Sandi's friendship
and her valuable contribution to the
University and the region," Alexander
and Brockway said in the statement
Services for Sandra Jeanne Flynn
were at 2 p.m. Monday at F'trSt United
Methodist Church in Manhattan, Kan.
Burial was in Sunrise Cemetery.
She was a member of St. John's
Episcopal Church in Murray.
Surviving are her husband, Richard
F. Flynn; one daughter, Amy Peoples
of Shawnee, Kan.; three stepsons,
Ryan Flynn of New Orleans, Chan·

It: ' s

IBIE&C:.,

.-...~~~" TonnlnQ & Storage Rental
t 0% discount off tannin~ Packa~es
and lotions with MSU 1.0 .

Hours

Mon. ·Thurs.
8 a.m.- 9 P.m.
A1. & Sat.
8 a.m.- 8 P.m.
OOSecJ &h:liDr

81 2 Whitnell Drive
Murray

753-3333

Wednl!lday
Spaghetti !ipedal

1842 State Une RD. W.
HWY. 893 West
Hazel, KY 42049
BUS: 270-492-6144
FAX: 27()-492-6248

s1.99

•Corner of Coldwater Rd. & Hwy 121
753-8189

Enelnes
Tune-ups

•

Heattne & AC
Brakes

Driveabillty & Electrical Diagnostics

ton, N.C., and Stephanie Holderman
of Grand Junction, Colo.; her mother,
Jeanne Stephenson Beck of Manhattan, Kan.: one brother, Steven Beck of
Longmont, Colo.; and four grandchildren.
Expressions of sympathy may take
the fonn of contributions to the American Cancer Society, c/o lrvinParkview Funeral Home, 1317 Poyntz
Ave., Manhattan. KS 66502.

B~c:k.!
--SPAGHETTI-with Meat Sauce or Marinara Sauce
-

- - $ 1 . 99 -

--

DINNER SALAD · $1.19
Lunch & Dinner · 11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
SOFT DRINK - $0.79
970 Chestnut St.
•llanay •

Larry & Lynda Ward
www.etateUneweetemworld.com
Barry Ward

Paglinif Pizza1~21115
WE'LL MAKE YOU
FEEL RIGHT AT
HOME IN MURRAY.

NOW OPEN

onest
Reliable
Automotive Services

ning Flynn of San Jose, Calif., and
Erik Flynn of Perth, Australia; two
srepdaughters, Lisa Clarlc of Wilming·

MASSEY
CITGO

+ 60 Deluxe Guestrooms
and Suites

Owned and Operated by
Hugh and Sara Massey

Ask For MSU

Parent Rate

Sun. - Wed. 6:30 a.m. - 10:30 p.m.
Thurs., Fri., & Sat. 6:30a.m. - 11 p.m.

+Indoor Pool, Whirlpool
and Sauna

+ Whirlpool Suites

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
121 0 North 12th Street + Complimentary Delux~
Murray, KY
Continental Breakfast

1417 WEST MAIN ST.

Phone
(270) 759·591 0

fax
(270) 759-5912

+ Free In-Room coffee

Proud to be a Part
of the Murray Community

BRADLEY

BOOK COMPANY
DISCOUNT COLLEGE TEXTBOOKS
1303 Chestnut Street, Murray • 753-8767
One block east of the Curris Center

ALL NEW
BUYBACK PROGRA:M
nets you up to 71_%
of your :M:oney Back!
"We w-ill buy books you bought at the Curris Center,
and don't forget that w-e have the ...

Guaranteed Lowest Price on
College Textbooks ...

P .E RIOD!
Order your textbooksonline at www.bradleybook.com or toll free at 1-888-266-5040
*All buyback prices are subject to inventory quota and condition of text.

l

